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The purpose of the study was to examine the relationships between student perceptions of 
a “good reader” and their reading performance. The study employed a causal-comparative and 
correlational design. Participants, elementary and middle school (grades 1-8) students (N= 100) 
attending an after-school program in the Southeastern United States, were administered the 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS) which includes two subscales: 
Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency (PerDE), and Perceptions-Comprehension (PerC). Additional 
measures included Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) Growth Reading (MAP Growth, 
2020) to determine reading comprehension and a curriculum-based measure of oral reading 
fluency (ORF) which determines words read correctly per minute (WCPM).  
Results from this study expand the research base in several ways; the 16-item quantitative 
SPGRS was developed and validated to assess student perceptions of a good reader. Reliability 
statistics yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .83 for the overall scale, .79 for the PerDE subscale, and 
.77 for the PerC subscale. Principal components analysis findings support the two separate 
subscales (i.e., all factor loadings above .35). Results indicate significant differences between 
perceptions for both “skilled” (above the 25th percentile) readers versus “unskilled” (at or below 
the 25th percentile) as determined by their MAP reading comprehension scores, based on 2015 
national norms (Thum & Hauser, 2015). Participants’ scores on the PerC subscale were higher 
than on the PerDE subscale for both groups, indicating that skilled and unskilled readers perceive 
that behaviors related to reading comprehension are more important than behaviors related to 
efficiently decoding words in defining a good reader. Regression analyses reveal that both types 
of perceptions (decoding efficiency and comprehension) are significantly related to reading 
comprehension for upper elementary and middle school students. However, participants’ reading 
 vi 
proficiency (as defined by both ORF and reading comprehension) did not significantly predict 
their perceptions of a good reader. Despite some reading experts’ concerns that an emphasis on 
reading fluency, particularly in elementary and middle school, may negatively impact children’s 
views of reading, children in this sample associated behaviors with reading comprehension as 
more highly indicative of a good reader. 
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Success in school, from the perspective of parents, teachers, and the children themselves, 
in the early grades is highly dependent on a child’s ability to read (Slavin & Madden, 1989). 
Decisions about instruction, grade advancement, and remediation or special education services 
are based heavily on a child’s reading achievement (Deno, 2003). Children who struggle may 
end up succumbing to the so-called Mathew Effects, a negative cycle whereby students who are 
unskilled readers experience multiple failures that lead to decreased motivation and decreased 
attempts at reading, ultimately leading to an interminable cycle in which unskilled readers fall 
further behind their peers in terms of reading achievement (Stanovich, 1986). According to the 
results of a 2011 longitudinal study of 3,975 students, Hernandez found that approximately 16% 
of children who do not attain a level of proficiency in reading (students were grouped into three 
reading skill groups,  (similar to the levels used in National Assessment for Educational Progress 
or NAEP) drop out of high school and this occurs at a rate that is much higher than their peers 
who are proficient in reading. NAEP’s proficient scores “represent solid academic performance 
in reading” for that child’s grade level (National Assessment Governing Board, 2017, p. 2). 
Results from Hernandez’s study also demonstrate that the dropout rates were even higher for 
students who scored below the basic level in reading. Thus, students who did not demonstrate 
solid academic performance in reading on their grade level by the time they began third grade 
were more likely to end up dropping out while their peers who scored lower, well below grade 
level in reading, were even more likely to not graduate from high school. Importantly, based on 
research results, adolescents who do not acquire basic literacy skills are not ready to attend a 
four-year college, even after graduating high school (Berkner & Choy, 2008; Greene & Forester, 
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2003). Clearly, early experiences in school have the potential to negatively impact students later 
in life. 
Educational Policy and Reading Measures 
Following the enactment of Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004), 
tiered intervention programs (e.g., Response to Intervention, [RTI] and Multi-Tiered Systems of 
Support, [MTSS]) increasingly have been implemented as an approach to identify unskilled 
readers at an early age and give them the opportunity to catch up to their peers through intensive, 
research and evidence-based interventions aimed at improving students’ academic skills. 
Curriculum Based Measurement (CBM) is an integral part of RTI/MTSS because CBMs reliably 
yield information about student performance in reading, math, spelling, and writing through brief 
assessments and progress monitoring procedures (Deno, 1985; 2003; Fuchs & Deno, 1991; 
Griffiths et al., 2009; Hosp et al., 2007; Kilgus et al., 2014; Shinn, 1988; 1989; Stecker et al., 
2005; Tindal & Marston, 1990; Wayman et al., 2007). Thus, CBMs are used in RTI/MTSS to 
identify students who need extra, specialized instruction and to monitor the effectiveness of that 
instruction.  
Use of ORF as a CBM 
In order to be able to comprehend a text, it is necessary to be able to read fluently (i.e., 
quickly and accurately) and this occurs when an individual is able to recognize and read words 
automatically (Kuhn et al., 2011; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Perfetti, 1985; Pikulski & Chard, 
2005; Rasinski et al., 2006; Samuels & Farstrup, 2006). Automatic word recognition leads to 
fluent reading and is connected to the processes needed to comprehend a text (Logan, 1997; 
Pikulski & Chard, 2005; Samuels, 2004). Oral reading fluency (ORF), a critical indicator of 
reading proficiency, examines reading rate and accuracy and has been extensively used as a 
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CBM procedure to measure student reading ability and progress (Hasbrouck & Tindal, 2006; 
2017; Nese et al., 2011; Stecker et al., 2005; Wayman et al., 2007). ORF is favored in some ways 
as an indicator of reading achievement due to its strong association with comprehension 
(Allington, 1983; Basaran, 2013; Samuels, 1988; Schreiber, 1980) and its feasibility as a quick 
and accurate measurement tool (Deno, 1985; 2003; Shinn et al, 1992; Wayman et al., 2007). 
Although ORF is a critical component of skilled reading, deserves emphasis in instruction (Kuhn 
et al. 2011, Rasinski et al., 2006; Samuels & Farstrup, 2006), and its use as a CBM is supported 
by research (Fuchs & Deno, 1991; Shinn, 1988; 1989; Stecker & Fogen, 2010; Tindal & 
Marston, 1990; Wayman et al., 2007), some claim that an increased emphasis on ORF as a 
measure of student reading achievement can actually harm students’ reading progress over time 
(Goodman, 2006; Samuels, 2007). Furthermore, using ORF as a primary means to track progress 
could send children implicit messages that good readers should read texts as fast as they can 
(Deeney, 2010; Kuhn et al., 2011; Pikulski & Chard, 2005; Rowe et al., 2014; Samuels, 2007). 
Impact of Increased Use of ORF Measures and RTI Interventions 
CBMs have increased in use since IDEA and are readily available for use with the 
practice of RTI/MTSS procedures across the K to 12 academic setting. A search for articles 
covering the topic of CBMs provided a large number of articles that has increased since IDEA 
2004 was enacted into law. Further, according to a comparison of fluency norms that were 
reported before the enactment of RTI/MTSS in the wake of IDEA 2004 (leading to widespread 
use of CBMs) and after, there is some evidence that fluency scores have increased (Hasbrouck & 
Tindal, 1992; 2006; 2017). An increased emphasis on assessing reading proficiency with ORF 
measures (e.g., speed and accuracy) logically could lead to increases in fluency scores over time. 
In fact, generally, there has been an increase in reading fluency outcomes since the increased use 
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of CBMs within the context of RTI (i.e., Hasbrouck & Tindal, 1992; 2006; 2017); however, there 
has been a relatively flat trend in overall reading proficiency based on NAEP assessments over 
time (National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES], 2019; Perie & Grig, 2005). Because the 
goal of reading is comprehension (Anderson et al., 1985; Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002), a 
flat or minimal increase in overall reading proficiency may signify that the intensive focus on 
improving students’ oral reading fluency has not led to significant improvements in their overall 
reading ability.  
Multiple meta-analyses have been conducted in the last two decades and results from 
those studies indicate that interventions implemented through RTI led to positive outcomes for 
unskilled readers in grades K-12 with the most significant positive effects occurring for students 
in grades K-3 (Wanzek & Vaughn, 2007; Wanzek et al., 2013; Wanzek et al., 2016; Wanzek et 
al., 2018). There was one nationwide study that examined RTI implementation and intervention 
effects across 146 schools during the 2011–2012 school year and results suggest that there were 
negative impacts for first graders, identified as struggling based on scores just below school-
determined benchmarks, who had participated in tiered interventions that primarily included 
phonics instruction (Balu et al., 2015). There were no negative impacts for readers who scored 
just above the school-determined cut score where they received an intervention that included a 
combination of phonics instruction, fluency, reading comprehension, and vocabulary and there 
were no significant effects for second and third graders participating in interventions. Fuchs and 
Fuchs (2017) criticized this study due to its limitations in the study design and methodology. For 
example, there was no evidence that students designated for intervention (e.g., students 
performing below the cut score) actually received intervention. Perhaps contributing to the 
mixed results from studies investigating its effectiveness, RTI is not always implemented with 
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fidelity across schools in the U.S. (Al Otaiba et al., 2015; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2017) and further 
research is needed to investigate its effectiveness. Nonetheless, since IDEA 2004, there has been 
a shift in instruction towards a focus on fluency (Allington, 2014a; 2014b) but the impact of the 
increased attention to reading fluency in the curriculum on a child’s perceptions of a reader (e.g., 
as a fast reader) has not been explored through a systematic analysis and studies investigating 
reader perceptions are dated.  
Reader Experiences Based on Ability and Reader Perceptions 
Research has shown that students who are considered to be struggling in reading tend to 
have different experiences in reading instruction when compared to the students who are 
considered proficient or high achieving in reading. Previous research supports the idea that low 
and high achieving readers receive different types of instruction and experience different types of 
interactions with their teachers (Connor et al., 2004; Connor et al., 2009; Xue & Meisels, 2004) 
and that these differences play a role in shaping their definition of a “good reader” and the 
strategies that they use while engaging with a text (Bondy, 1990; Borko & Eisenhart; 1986; 
Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Johns & Ellis, 1976; Johnson, 2011; Miller & 
Yochum, 1991; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Moses, 2015). Receiving more instruction focusing on 
foundational reading skills that build fluency has been found to shape readers’ perceptions of a 
good reader in the early elementary grades (Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Henk & Melnick, 1998) 
and findings from two studies show that first graders believed that they must be able to read 
words quickly and accurately in order to be a good reader (Bondy, 1990; Moses, 2015). 
Alternately, skilled readers may receive more instruction in comprehension strategies and thus 
might view good reader behaviors as reading for understanding (Davis & Nietzel, 2010). 
Similarly, younger readers may view good reader habits as using foundational reading skills such 
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as word decoding and reading accuracy while older readers may view good reader behaviors as 
consisting of reading for meaning-making due to the increased emphasis on comprehension that 
occurs in the upper grades (Chall, 1983; 1996). The culmination of a students’ background and 
their experiences in school influences their beliefs of what constitutes a good reader (Bondy, 
1990; Byrd, 2015; Johnson, 2011; Moses, 2015).  
Current Study 
An increased focus on improving reading rate and accuracy (since IDEA 2004) has 
apparently led to—or at least corresponds with—an increase in fluency (but with no evidence of 
a significant concomitant increase in comprehension); however, it is unclear whether there is a 
relationship between student perceptions of a good reader and their reading performance on ORF 
and comprehension measures. Studies in which researchers investigated the relationships of a 
person’s perceptions of a good reader and their reading performance (i.e., oral reading fluency 
and reading comprehension) are limited. To date, there has not been a quantitative study 
investigating the relationships between perceptions of a good reader of students at various grade 
levels and their reading performance (as determined by ORF and comprehension measures). The 
current study is a quantitative study that uses a causal-comparative and correlational design that 
includes elementary and middle school students who attended after-school programs in the 
Southeastern part of the United States. This study expands the research base because it is the first 
quantitative study to examine the relationships of perceptions of a good reader along two 
dimensions and their oral reading fluency and comprehension performance across elementary 
and middle school.  
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Statement of the Problem 
As RTI began to be implemented following the aftermath of IDEA (2004), critics 
expressed concern over widespread increased use of ORF (Allington, 2014b; Samuels, 2007) and 
the use of ORF in making decisions about a student’s reading proficiency because ORF is a 
measurement of “a single isolated reading skill” (Hamilton & Shinn, 2003; Hasbrouck & Tindal, 
2006, p. 638) and because measuring a child’s ability to read for a minute may be an inaccurate 
representation of their overall reading skill (Hosp & Suchey, 2014; Hudson et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, despite the indication that ORF scores have increased, some have expressed 
concern about the effects that a focus on ORF may have on the nature of reading instruction 
(Goodman, 2006; Hudson et al., 2009; Kuhn et al., 2011). It has been argued that comprehension 
is harmed by the emphasis on ORF and may actually decrease (Samuels, 2007). Sixteen years 
after the passage of IDEA and the increased emphasis on ORF, it is still unknown how children 
define a good reader. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships of the perceptions of a good 
reader and a child’s performance on oral reading fluency and reading comprehension measures 
for elementary and middle school students reading near grade level and below. Elementary and 
middle school students were chosen from the same school district so potential differences in 
perceptions across grades could be examined. 
Research Questions 
1A. Is there a difference in the mean scores (Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency [PerDE]  
             versus Perceptions-Comprehension [PerC]) for the skilled readers-defined as performing        
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 above the 25th percentile based on MAP Growth (2015) RIT score norms (Thum &            
Hauser, 2015)?                                                                             
1B. Is there a difference in the mean scores (Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency [PerDE]  
versus Perceptions-Comprehension [PerC]) for the unskilled readers-defined as 
performing at or below the 25th percentile based on MAP Growth (2015) RIT score 
norms (Thum & Hauser, 2015)? 
2. Do the relationships between students’ PerC scores and their ORF and reading 
comprehension scores differ as a function of grade (i.e., first through third as lower 
grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)? 
3. Do the relationships between students’ PerDE scores and their ORF and reading 
comprehension scores differ as a function of grade (i.e., first through third as lower 
grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)?  
4. To what extent do student scores on ORF and reading comprehension predict students’  
 
perceptions of a good reader (i.e., PerDE and PerC)? 
 
Overview of Methodology 
A causal-comparative and correlational research design that incorporated mean difference 
analyses and regression analyses was used to examine the relations between participants’ 
perceptions of a good reader and their reading performance (ORF and reading comprehension) 
and to determine if they differ across lower and upper grades. Participants completed ORF and 
reading comprehension measures along with a scale designed to determine their perceptions of 
good readers (perceptions related to efficient word decoding/reading fluency and perceptions 
related to strong comprehension). Further, mean differences analyses were used to determine 
whether skilled versus unskilled readers defined by reading comprehension performance differ in 
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their perceptions of a good reader. Regression analysis was used to investigate relationships 
between perceptions and reading performance and whether they differ for participants in lower 
grades (first through third) and upper grades (fourth through eighth). Finally, the ability of oral 
reading fluency and comprehension to predict both types of perceptions of a good reader was 
determined by a bivariate regression analysis.  
Rationale and Significance 
In the wake of widespread use of ORF in the era of RTI, experts have cautioned that 
children may infer that good reading equals fast and accurate reading to the detriment of 
comprehension (Goodman, 2006; Hudson et al., 2009; Kuhn et al., 2011; Samuels, 2007) and an 
overemphasis on phonics and decoding skill-based instruction means that comprehension 
instruction may be neglected (Cobb, 2012). The purpose of this study was to examine students’ 
perceptions of a good reader along two important dimensions of reading-decoding efficiency 
(speed and accuracy) and comprehension based on the Simple View of Reading (SVR; Gough & 
Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Hoover & Tunmer, 2018). The design of this study 
yields information about the relationships between perceptions of a good reader along these 
dimensions and reading performance as determined by two major approaches to reading 
assessment-ORF and reading comprehension. The design allows for a quantitative comparison of 
perceptions from early elementary to middle school, a time period over which perceptions might 
be expected to change. To this date, there has not been a quantitative study comparing a students’ 
perceptions of a good reader and their reading performance across grade levels. This study adds 
significantly to the research base because it initially validates a theoretically based survey 
assessing perceptions of a good reader and the results illuminate whether these perceptions 
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change from elementary to middle school and how these perceptions relate to and differ by 
reading performance.  
Role of the Researcher 
The principal investigator of this study was the researcher and author of this work. Thus, 
I recruited participants attending after-school programs that served children at elementary and 
middle schools in the Southeastern United States whose site directors gave me access to the 
students for this study. I determined the research design, conducted the study, and collected and 
scored data with the support of research assistants who were not aware of the purposes of the 
study. I analyzed the results, reported findings, and drew conclusions based on the results. I am 
the sole author of this work.  
Organization of Dissertation 
The dissertation is organized into five chapters. In chapter one, I provide the introduction, 
background, and problem statement for the study along with the research questions, significance, 
rationale, and theoretical constructs. The literature review is presented in chapter two, and the 
methodology is described in chapter three. Results of this study are presented in chapter four and 
both the discussion and conclusion are the focus of chapter five.  
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Chapter II: Review of Literature 
Widespread use of CBMs (Wayman et al., 2007) in K-12 schools followed passage of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA, 2004) because it encouraged 
the use of research-based practices and accountability for teachers. With IDEA, almost all 
students, regardless of ability, race, gender, or background were to be held to the same standards 
of performance on standardized tests, with the exception of students with severe disabilities who 
take alternate assessments (Aron & Loprest, 2012; Cusumano, 2007; Har-Robins et al., 2012). In 
this standards-driven, accountability climate, schools were required to identify students who 
were struggling early on so that interventions could be implemented before they failed to meet 
the high expectations required of all learners. Thus, the implementation of a data-based decision 
making process called Response to Intervention (RTI) was drafted as a way to intervene early in 
an attempt to close the gap between learners who were struggling (performing below grade level) 
and learners who were proficient (meeting grade level expectations; Fletcher & Vaughn, 2009). 
Some form of Response to Instruction (RTI) or Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) has 
been adopted in all 50 states to provide early identification and intervention for students 
struggling in reading and math (Berkeley et al., 2009; Greenwood et al., 2011; Walker & Shinn, 
2010).  
A calculation of a child’s ORF (words read correctly per minute) has been used as a 
measurement of reading ability, based on the theory of automaticity (La Berge & Samuels, 1974) 
and due to its high correlation with comprehension (Daane et al., 2005; Fuchs et al., 1984; 
Klauda & Guthrie, 2008; Pinnell et al., 1995; Rasinski et al., 2005). Fortunately, measuring ORF, 
by calculating a WCPM score, is easy to administer, takes a minimal amount of time, and can be 
used repeatedly throughout the school year (Deno, 1985; 2003; Shinn et al, 1992; Wayman et al., 
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2007). ORF scores have been used as a form of data collection to determine a baseline of student 
performance levels and to monitor progress. ORF has emerged as the main CBM measurement 
used in multiple classrooms in schools across the U.S due to the importance of fluency in overall 
reading achievement (Cummings et al., 2014; Deno 1992; Deno, 2003). Since the 
implementation of research-based tiers of instruction and intervention across schools in the U.S., 
student ORF scores have been used to make multiple decisions about a student’s future including 
placement in tiers of instruction, to determine slope of progress while participating in 
interventions, and eligibility for special education services (Ardoin et al., 2013; Deno, 2003; 
Jenkins & Terjeson, 2011; Norman et al., 2017). The purpose of this literature review is to 
describe characteristics of skilled versus unskilled readers and some of the presumed impacts of 
the increased use of Curriculum Based Measurement (CBM), specifically ORF, on the reading 
performance of students in the United States within the context of the implementation of 
RTI/MTSS and other educational policies enacted in the last two decades. In addition, student 
perceptions of good readers and good reader behaviors are examined. The following literature 
review is organized into four main topics (a) Skilled and Unskilled Readers, (b) Literacy 
Instruction for Unskilled Readers, (c) CBM-R to Identify Unskilled Readers, and (d) Perceptions 
of Good Readers.  
Skilled and Unskilled Readers 
Within the context of literacy research, multiple terms have been used to delineate 
between readers who experience difficulties and readers who do not experience difficulties. 
Readers who experience difficulties have been referred to as “emergent” (Connor et al., 2006), 
“developing” (Afflerbach et al., 2013), “weak” or “poor” (Adams & Osborn, 1990; Catts et al., 
2003; Morgan & Fuchs, 2007; Pang, 2008; Torgesen, 2009), “struggling” (Allington, 2014a), or 
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“unskilled” (Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2013). Conversely, readers who do not experience 
difficulties in reading, sometimes characterized as reading on grade level, and demonstrating 
automaticity with the ability to understand what they read have been referred to as “good” 
(Booth et al., 1999; Pang, 2008), “strong” or “proficient” (Pang, 2008), and “skilled” (Adams & 
Osborn, 1990; Foorman & Torgesen, 2001; Juel, 1988; Matsala & Ehri, 1998; Morgan & Fuchs, 
2007; Stanovich, 1986). For the purpose of the literature review in this study, the terms skilled 
and unskilled are used; in general, unskilled readers are defined as readers who struggle with 
grade level text and skilled readers are defined as readers who do not struggle with grade level 
text. In this study, skilled versus unskilled status is defined by participants’ performance on the 
MAP Reading Growth RIT score; skilled is defined as performing above the 25th percentile and 
unskilled is defined as performing at or below the 25th percentile based on national norms of the 
MAP (Thum & Hauser, 2015).  
In order to capture the characteristics of skilled and unskilled readers it is important to be 
aware of the complexity of the process of reading. The process of reading can be explored 
through an examination of widely accepted definitions of reading and through explorations of 
research-based definitions of the processes that make up a reader’s repertoire (i.e., decoding 
efficiency/reading fluency and reading comprehension). A definition of reading, created by a 
widely used and respected reading assessment, National Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP), describes reading as a process that includes “understanding written text, developing and 
interpreting meaning, and using meaning as appropriate to type of text, purpose, and situation” 
(National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES], 2019) and multiple reading education 
researchers agree that the ultimate goal of reading is comprehension (e.g., Anderson et al., 1985; 
Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002). Reading comprehension has been defined as “the process of 
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simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction and involvement with 
written language” (Snow, 2002, p.11) and it is based on knowledge of vocabulary in combination 
with syntactic and semantic structures in written language (Oakhill et al., 2003). The 
comprehension of a text is a complex process that relies on the use of multiple skills 
simultaneously (Lorch & van den Broek, 1997; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) and measuring a 
person’s ability to understand what they read is equally just as daunting (Kintsch, 1998). Because 
the goal of reading is comprehension (Anderson et al., 1985; Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 
2002), skilled readers are able to comprehend what they read and their ability to understand 
relies on both word reading and accuracy (Kuhn et al., 2011; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Perfetti, 
1985; Rasinski et al., 2006; Samuels & Farstrup, 2006), emphasizing the idea that reading 
fluency (defined as rapid reading rate and accuracy) is one critical component for reading and 
necessary to become a skilled reader.  
The definition of fluency has evolved over the years, more recently including prosody 
(Hiebert & Fisher, 2005; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004), the aspect of grouping text into 
appropriate phrases and reading with expression (Allington, 1983; Dowhower, 1991; Schreiber, 
1980). Recent definitions of fluency are still based on the early seminal work of La Berge and 
Samuels (1974) where fluency was described as reading with automaticity. In order to 
comprehend, readers need to read words quickly and effortlessly (i.e., with automaticity) so that 
cognitive resources can be used to understand the text (Hudsen et al., 2005; National Reading 
Panel [NRP], 2000). Research supports the notion that fluent reading relates to an individuals’ 
ability to comprehend what they read; for example, children characterized as average or low 
achieving in reading exhibited increases in their reading comprehension that occurred in 
conjunction with increases in their words read correctly per minute (WCPM), thus demonstrating 
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a positive relationship between their ORF rates and reading comprehension (Breznitz, 1987; 
Deno et al., 1983; Dowhower, 1987; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975; Rasinski, 1989; 1990; 
Tenenbaum & Wolking, 1989). Similarly, children who had reading disabilities demonstrated a 
positive relationship between their ORF and reading comprehension (Chard, et al., 2002; Fuchs 
et al., 1988). In general, children who struggle with ORF will have difficulties with 
comprehension; however, if they improve in their ability to read quickly and accurately, their 
comprehension will likely improve as a result. 
Skilled Readers in Reading Fluency 
Fluent reading is based on the ability to recognize unknown words in text, and many 
researchers contend that in order to become a skilled reader, one must be able to recognize words 
automatically (Booth et al., 1999; Pang, 2008; Pressley, 1998; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004; 
Stanovich, 2000; Torgesen, 2009; Torgesen et al., 2001; West et al., 1995). Reading words in 
text with automaticity occurs when an individual has mastered the alphabetic principle and has 
phonological awareness (i.e., skills required to recognize and manipulate phonemes and syllables 
in spoken words; Potocki et al., 2017). Another factor that supports the understanding of 
alphabetic principle is the knowledge of the names of letters so that an individual may be able to 
match graphemes to phonemes. Children develop automaticity in their understanding of letter 
names and sounds while they are in kindergarten and once they enter first grade, they will begin 
to slowly and laboriously decode words (Ehri, 2005). After sufficient practice in decoding and 
memorizing sight words, when they enter third grade, they will begin to improve in automaticity, 
which is necessary for them to be able to comprehend what they read. Their success in reading in 
the elementary to upper grades is dependent on their ability to be able to access learned lexical 
representations while reading words; this ability is strongly related to the commonly researched 
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rapid automatized naming (RAN; Ehri, 2005; Jones et al., 2016; Potocki et al., 2017). Similarly, 
Chall’s (1983) model of reading development suggests that children will acquire a level of 
automaticity that leads to fluent reading around second to third grade. By fourth grade children 
should be able to expend their energy into reading to learn because they have developed a level 
of automaticity in reading that allows for a deeper understanding of texts. In summary, skilled 
readers must be able to read with automaticity (based on acquiring and mastering multiple 
foundational skills) before they will be able to comprehend what they read efficiently.  
Skilled Readers in Reading Comprehension 
An extensive amount of research supports the notion that skilled readers must be able to 
read with fluency (accurate and fast reading rate; Allington, 1983; Basaran, 2013; Hiebert et al., 
2003; Hudsen et al., 2005; Samuels, 1988; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004; Stanvovich, 1991); 
however, the ability to understand a text requires additional processes that involve the 
application of comprehension strategies as well (Afflerbach et al., 2013; Alexander, 2005; 
Cantrell & Carter, 2009; Kintsch, 2008; Torgesen, 2002). This means that reading with fluency is 
necessary, but not sufficient (Pikulski & Chard, 2005). Cantrell and Carter (2009) suggest that 
characteristics of skilled readers in reading comprehension include the following: setting a 
purpose for reading, monitoring understanding while reading, and applying problem solving 
while reading when they encounter difficult texts. After a skilled reader finishes reading, they 
evaluate whether they met their purpose for reading and then reflect on their understanding of the 
text. If they do not understand what they read, they will read it again. Likewise, cognitive 
scientists view skilled reading as involving the use of metacognition (i.e., being aware of one’s 
own thinking; Afflerbach et al., 2013; Baker & Brown, 1984; Cantrell & Carter, 2009; Dole et 
al., 1991; Garner, 1988; 2000). Kintsch (1998), a cognitive scientist, proposed a Construction 
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Integration (CI) model of comprehension that captures the process that occurs within an 
individual’s mind while reading and he suggested that each person’s understanding of a text is 
different because the process of understanding texts relies primarily on individual cognitive 
processes. Those individual cognitive processes are influenced by multiple factors including, but 
not limited to, personal interest, background knowledge, and previous experiences or texts read. 
Not only does comprehension require multiple foundational processes of reading, it also relies on 
an individual’s characteristics, experiences, and background knowledge of the topic.  
Skilled Readers, Vocabulary Knowledge, and Reading Comprehension 
Other researchers contend that skilled readers have an extensive knowledge of 
vocabulary (Afflerbach et al., 2013; Foorman & Torgesen, 2001; Torgesen, 2009) and that 
vocabulary knowledge is considered to be a strong predictor of reading comprehension 
performance (Alderson, 2000). Children with larger vocabularies tend to comprehend better than 
students who have smaller vocabularies (Baumann et al., 2002; Rasinski et al., 2017). Skilled 
readers can identify approximately 98-100% of words in text and they have an extensive 
knowledge of vocabulary (ranging from 10,0000 to 100,000 words depending on their age and 
grade). Furthermore, once an individual has graduated from secondary school, they would 
typically be expected to know 40,000 vocabulary words (Alderson, 2000; Pang, 2008). 
Vocabulary knowledge can be broken down into two categories: receptive and expressive 
vocabulary (Pang, 2008). Receptive vocabulary knowledge refers to an understanding of words 
that are encountered in written language, whereas expressive vocabulary describes the 
understanding and correct use of words that are found in oral language or speech. Skilled readers 
are able to demonstrate automaticity in decoding, partially due to their ability to identify and 
understand high frequency words in receptive vocabulary (words found most often in text). 
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According to Pikulski & Templeton (2004), “A mere 100 words make up about 50% of most 
English texts; 200 words make up 90% of the running words of materials through third grade; 
and 500 words make up 90% of the running words in materials through ninth grade ” (p. 3). 
Skilled readers use their knowledge of words to incorporate the understanding of individual 
sentences in a text and combine them to gain an understanding of a text as whole (Kintsch, 1988; 
1998). Overall, vocabulary knowledge plays a large role in the ability to understand a text, and it 
is developed through meaningful reading experiences and quality instruction beginning at an 
early age.  
Unskilled Readers in Reading Fluency 
Unskilled readers in fluency do not read with automaticity, sound choppy, read at a slow 
pace, and need to expend more effort to comprehend, rendering them exhausted, because they 
are only able to read word for word (Allington, 1983; Chall, 1996; Kuhn & Stahl, 2003; 
Samuels, 1988). When a child’s reading is choppy, slow, or laborious, they will not be able to 
understand what they read (NRP, 2000). Children who experience early difficulties with reading 
fluency are more likely to experience further complications while trying to understand what they 
read (Stanvovich, 1991; Torgesen, 2002) and if they continue to struggle in fluency after 
decoding skills have already been acquired, development of vocabulary (Torgesen, 2009) and 
ability to comprehend is hindered as well (Gersten & Dimino, 2006). According to Hudsen and 
colleagues (2005), “Reading fluency is one of the defining characteristics of good readers, and a 
lack of fluency is a common characteristic of poor readers” (p. 702). In fact, previous research 
provides evidence that children who experience difficulties in reading fluency in the primary 
grades continue to struggle throughout the rest of elementary school and do not catch up to their 
peers (Torgesen et al., 2001; Torgesen, 2009).  
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Unskilled Readers in Reading Fluency and Comprehension 
There are times that difficulties in comprehension can be explained primarily by an 
unskilled reader’s inability to read fluently; however, some readers may have the ability to read 
fluently, but they still struggle in comprehension. Their difficulties may be due to other factors 
(Cain & Oakhill, 2007; Nation et al., 2010; Potocki et al., 2017; Sweet & Snow, 2003). 
Moreover, in some instances, readers may struggle in both areas -fluency and reading 
comprehension (Aaron, 1991; Aaron et al., 1999; Potocki et al., 2017). The majority of unskilled 
readers have difficulties in decoding (35.5%) or both decoding and comprehension (35.7%), but 
only 15.4% of readers struggle in comprehension alone (Catts et al., 2003). Unskilled readers 
who struggle in both reading fluency and reading comprehension in the elementary grades may 
engage in ineffective comprehension strategies while reading, such as guessing unknown words 
by using context clues instead of using decoding skills (Torgesen, 2002). Guessing unknown 
words is a strategy that may be effective when first learning how to read; however if an 
individual relies on it to read at a later stage in their reading development, it is limiting and can 
decrease their ability to understand what they read or may lead them to misinterpretations of a 
written message when used alone. Some individuals can understand what they read, but struggle 
with acquiring effective decoding skills, (Bishop & Snowling, 2004; Nation et al., 2010), 
demonstrating that fluency and reading comprehension are related but also separable skills 
(Nation et al., 2010). Unskilled readers in comprehension may exhibit difficulties in the 
following skills: making inferences, vocabulary acquisition, mastering patterns and relationships, 
and effective use of the central executive function of working memory (Potocki et al., 2017). 
Difficulties in comprehension based on the functioning of working memory are due to the 
inability of the central executive to access long-term memory while reading (Logan et al., 2011; 
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Potocki et al., 2017). Overall, it is apparent that the process of reading and understanding a text 
requires the use of multiple skills (Lorch & van den Broek, 1997; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) 
along the two dimensions-decoding efficiency/reading fluency and reading comprehension 
(Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990) and readers may struggle in one area or the 
other or in both areas (Aaron, 1991; Aaron et al., 1999; Catts et al., 2003; Potocki et al., 2017).  
Characteristics and behaviors of skilled readers are based on a definition of the complex 
process of reading where meaning-making of written language is the goal of a reader (Anderson 
et al., 1985;Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002). Comprehension of a text is a complex process 
requiring a reader to be able to apply multiple skills simultaneously (Pearson et al., 2014). Oral 
reading fluency is a critical component (Pikulski & Chard, 2005), necessary to understanding a 
text and it cannot occur until an individual is able to decode words with automaticity (Booth et 
al., 1999; Pang, 2008; Pressley, 1998; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004; Stanovich, 2000; West et al., 
1995; Torgesen, 2009; Torgesen et al., 2001). Skilled readers are able to understand what they 
read because they have acquired the ability to read words encountered in text automatically, 
leaving more room for them to apply comprehension strategies where they are able to 
incorporate their understanding at the word level to the sentence level and the meaning of the 
text overall.  
Models of Reading Development and Implications for Understanding Skilled versus Unskilled 
Readers  
The complex process of reading has been described in various models of reading such as 
Chall’s Stages of Reading Development (1983), where reading acquisition occurs through stages 
and the Cognitive Model of reading that describes three separate components that support 
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reading comprehension (i.e., recognizing words in the text automatically, understanding 
language in text, and strategic reading with a purpose; McKenna & Stahl, 2009).  
Ehri (2005) presents a phase theory to explain a child’s development of reading and it is 
broken up into four phases (i.e., pre-alphabetic, partial alphabetic, full alphabetic, and 
consolidated alphabetic). During the pre-alphabetic phase, children who are in preschool or 
kindergarten begin with a limited understanding of the alphabetic principle and they depend 
primarily on visual cues (e.g., environmental print) to make connections between oral language 
and print. In the partial alphabetic stage, they begin to learn letter sounds and names to read 
words and by the time they reach first grade, their decoding of words is a slow process as they 
develop their understanding and use of the alphabetic principle. After some practice, they will 
enter the full alphabetic stage when they are able to learn sight words by making connections 
“between letters in spellings and phonemes in pronunciations” (Ehri, 2005, p. 175). Their 
reading continues to develop as they gain more practice, they are able to read larger words and 
eventually they can read multisyllabic words. Once they have added more sight words to their 
memory, they will enter into the consolidated phase; this occurs around the time that they enter 
the second or third grade. During this time, they begin to acquire automaticity in reading because 
they are able to recognize words quickly. Their ability to use the alphabetic principle efficiently 
further supports their learning and remembering sight words and their ability to understand the 
texts that they read. Similarly, Chall’s (1983) model explains that by the time children enter into 
second and third grade, they are becoming fluent readers because their decoding and recognition 
of sight words becomes automatic. 
Though reading is undeniably complex, it has been succinctly described in the so-called 
SVR (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990); reading is conceptualized as 
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DECODING X LINGUISTIC COMPREHENSION = READING. Simply put, if readers can 
decode words and have sufficient understanding of language, they can read with comprehension. 
The SVR model could provide a context for the rationale of the dichotomy of types of reading 
instruction (i.e., code-based versus meaning based). Although the SVR model has been criticized 
by proponents of the whole language approach (Dombey, 2009; Kirby & Savage, 2008) and 
others who assert that oral and written language are separate constructs that are interpreted 
differently (Kintsch, 1988), it has value in describing, broadly, the locus of problems when 
readers struggle. Similar to the SVR, other researchers propose that success in reading is based 
on the combination of the ability to decode, read individual words, and to understand what is 
read (e.g., Oakhill et al., 2003). Corresponding to the SVR model, children may struggle with 
inside out skills (phonological awareness and letter knowledge) or outside in skills (vocabulary 
and conceptual knowledge) and difficulties in both of those areas of reading could be a result of 
instruction that did not meet their needs, neurobiological factors, or experiences in the home 
(e.g., lack of exposure to books; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998).  
Because the acquisition of reading occurs through stages (Chall, 1983; 1996), skilled and 
unskilled readers demonstrate differing abilities that are dependent on their age, grade level, and 
experiences and the defining characteristics of a skilled and unskilled reader vary due to grade 
level expectations in reading development and acquisition. By the time students enter the fourth 
grade, their reading instruction is more focused on  “reading to learn” (Chall, 1983; 1996) texts 
on grade level and less on basic reading skills or “learning to read.” In order to keep up with the 
stringent demands of the curriculum in all subject areas, students need to already possess 
sufficient fluency and comprehension skills. Unfortunately, this has not been the case, the results 
of NAEP studies reveal that only a little over half of fourth graders were able to read grade level 
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texts fluently (NCES, 2002, www.nces.ed.gov/naep) and less than half (i.e.,  35%) of fourth 
graders were performing at or above proficient (NCES, 2019). For example, an unskilled reader 
in first grade during the stage of learning to read may experience difficulties in acquiring 
phonological skills necessary to the development of word recognition skills; on the other hand, a 
reader who is struggling in fourth grade, may be able to identify words in a text, but not be 
unable to understand what they read. According to Hoover and Tunmer (2019), “As children 
become better readers, both the amount and difficulty of the material they read increases” (p. 12). 
Correspondingly, as children get older, they are exposed to more difficult texts in school and 
encounter more opportunities for reading to learn in order to be successful in content area 
classes. Furthermore, as children advance through the grades from primary to elementary school 
and into the upper grades of middle and high school, reading material becomes more difficult 
and requires the ability to employ higher level language skills to access vocabulary and syntactic 
knowledge (Vellutino et al., 2007).  
Vellutino and colleagues (2007), created a model of reading called the Convergent Skills 
Model of Reading-that is based on the SVR (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990) 
and reviewed numerous studies as evidence for this model. Findings from some of the studies 
conducted with children and adults demonstrate differences in the predictability of reading 
performance based on the acquisition of reading skills at different stages of development. For 
example, the ability to incorporate phonological knowledge of word decoding and to identify 
unknown words more accurately predicted later reading performance for children who had 
acquired less skills in reading when compared to those who had acquired more advanced skills, 
meaning that phonological knowledge and facility with words had a greater impact on later 
reading performance for less skilled readers. Outcomes on language comprehension assessments 
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for individuals with more extensive comprehension skills more accurately predicted their 
performance on reading comprehension measures and it was revealed that the ability to 
understand written language could not occur until an individual was able to automatically decode 
words encountered in text that are already understood in spoken language. Overall, the 
characteristics of skilled and unskilled readers and the predictability of early experiences on later 
performance may vary depending on the stage of reading development and the skills that have 
been acquired at each stage. Early difficulties in acquiring foundational reading skills (e.g., 
phonological awareness) have been found to predict later difficulties in reading that extend 
beyond the primary grades, continuing to impact an individual’s academic career by limiting an 
individual’s ability to catch up to their peers; thus, signifying the crucial importance of quality 
literacy instruction to remediate reading difficulties during the early stages of reading 
acquisition.  
Conclusion 
The goal of reading instruction is for children to be able to understand what they read 
(i.e., reading comprehension; Anderson et al., 1985;Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002) and their 
ability to understand what they read is based on acquiring automaticity in recognizing words 
(i.e., reading fluency; Booth et al., 1999; Pang, 2008; Pressley, 1998; Schwanenflugel et al., 
2004; Stanovich, 2000; West et al., 1995; Torgesen, 2009; Torgesen et al., 2001), reading with 
prosody (Allington, 1983; Dowhower, 1991; Schreiber, 1980), acquiring a knowledge of 
vocabulary (Afflerbach et al., 2013; Foorman & Torgesen, 2001; Oakhill et al., 2003; Torgesen, 
2009), and the knowledge of and use of multiple reading comprehension strategies (Alexander, 
2005; Afflerbach et al., 2013; Cantrell & Carter, 2009; Kintsch, 2008; Torgesen, 2002). If a child 
struggles in acquiring the skills that are necessary to become a fluent reader in the early grades, 
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they are more likely to have difficulties in reading later in life (Torgesen et al., 2001; Torgesen, 
2009). Some children may struggle with reading fluency alone, reading comprehension alone, or 
they may struggle in both areas of reading (i.e., reading fluency and comprehension; Catts et al., 
2003). Variegated models of reading capture the processes of reading in stages (see Chall’s 
Stages of Reading Development; Chall, 1983; 1996), phases (see Ehri’s Phases of Word 
Reading; Ehri, 2005), and along two dimensions-decoding and linguistic comprehension (see 
SVR; Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). 
Literacy Instruction for Unskilled Readers 
There has been and remains controversy over the most effective types of reading 
instruction to support unskilled readers and some proponents of effective literacy instruction 
support the notion that code-based instruction that “focuses on explicit and systematic training in 
decoding including letter recognition, letter-sound correspondence, phonics, and phonological 
awareness” (Connor, et al., 2004, p. 306) is the most effective type of instruction; in contrast, 
meaning-based instruction has been promoted by some experts because it provides “authentic” 
experiences with texts based on a natural understanding of the text (Conner et. al, 2004). Some 
have suggested that reading instruction should include a combination of both code-based and 
meaning-based instruction (Connor et. al, 2004; Connor et al., 2009; Pressley & Allington, 
2014). Other researchers have speculated that unskilled readers may not always receive optimal 
or effective literacy instruction (Allington, 1980; Brophy & Good, 1970; Frey et al., 2005; 
McDermott, 1977; Pressley et al., 1998) and results from studies indicate that unskilled readers 
have been given less opportunities to participate in silent reading during guided reading 
instruction than their more skilled peers because they participated in more code-based instruction 
tailored to improve their foundational reading skills (Allington, 2014a; 2014b) and they 
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experienced interruptions by their teachers more often than peers with average or stronger 
reading skills while reading aloud (Allington, 1980; 1983; 2009; 2012; 2014b). Findings from 
another study indicate that unskilled readers also had less autonomy when compared to high 
achieving readers in their class (Brophy & Good, 1970).  
Nonetheless, previous research supports the use of code-based instruction for unskilled 
readers; for example, students placed in a low reading group based on their difficulties in 
phonological awareness improved in their ability to decode after receiving phonics-intensive 
instruction from their teacher (Connor et al., 2004). Structured LiteracyTM, is explicit and 
systematic instruction that is geared towards supporting readers who struggle with decoding or 
who may have a learning disability in reading (e.g., dyslexia) and it is supported by research 
because it leads to improvements in reading achievement for unskilled readers (Hansen & Brady, 
2011; Foorman et al. 2016; Moats, 2019; Spear-Swerling, 2018). Structured literacy programs 
include the direct instruction of skills that are taught in a sequential order and there is typically 
an increased emphasis on explicit phonics instruction and oral reading when compared to other 
types of literacy instruction (e.g., guided reading, reader’s workshop, balanced literacy, four 
blocks reading; Spear-Swerling, 2018). Explicit instruction has been found to be superior to 
guided reading instruction for first graders because they improve their reading achievement in 
phonemic decoding, text reading fluency, and reading comprehension (Denton et al., 2014). Over 
the years, researchers have shared differing opinions about whether code-based or meaning-
based instruction is more effective and some researchers believe that unskilled readers would 
likely benefit more from a comprehensive literacy program or individualized instruction as 
opposed to only one type of instruction without the other (i.e., code-based vs. meaning-based 
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instruction; Connor et. al, 2004; Connor et. al, 2009; Pressley et al., 2017; Purcell-Gates & Dahl, 
1991; Mathes et al., 2005; Xue & Meisels, 2004).   
More recently, Bratsch-Hines, Vernon-Feagans, Varghese, and Garwood (2017) 
examined the types of reading instruction given to unskilled readers and found that when 
teachers delivered individualized instruction to unskilled readers, they used code-focused 
strategies (direct instruction in reading foundational skills-such as onset-rime blending and 
incorporating instruction that included the alphabetic principle) more often than meaning focused 
strategies. Code-focused strategies that were used by the teachers were described as, “Systematic 
and explicit teaching of the skills needed by children to gain letter-sound and word knowledge” 
(Bratsch-Hines et al., 2017, p. 271). Bratsch-Hines and colleagues wrote, “Teachers appeared to 
be less sensitive to children’s need for meaning-focused instruction, as evidenced by their 
provision of fewer instructional strategies that would enhance unskilled readers’ ability to make 
meaning from texts and words” (2017, p. 278). Many children who experience failure with 
reading early on are unmotivated to expend effort into acquiring the skills that are necessary to 
become successful readers (Morgan & Fuchs, 2007), while higher achieving readers are more 
likely to engage in more reading practice where they will have more opportunities to improve 
their ability to identify words and their meanings, increase their ORF and comprehension, and 
build their background knowledge (Cunningham & Stanovich, 1991; Griffiths & Snowling, 
2002; Guthrie et al., 2001; Juel, 1988; Morgan & Fuchs, 2007; Senechal & LeFevre, 2002). This 
explains why the differing experiences of struggling and strong readers may provide some 
indication as to why poor readers continue to struggle and why higher achieving readers continue 
to stay that way over time. This increased emphasis on decoding and oral reading fluency has 
been found to lead to positive outcomes for unskilled readers; however, there is a possibility that 
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it could unintentionally send readers the implicit message in order to be a good reader, they must 
read quickly and accurately. 
CBM-R to Identify Unskilled Readers 
The measurement of ORF as a CBM, increasingly since 2004, has been used to guide 
decisions about instruction, identification, and special education eligibility for children attending 
K-12 public schools in the U.S. (Deno 1992; Deno, 2003; Cummings et al., 2014). CBMs, 
formerly called Data Based Program Modification (DBPM), were initially created in the late 
1970s to early 1980s to monitor progress of students receiving special education services and to 
guide instructional decisions at the elementary level (Bell & McCallum, 2016; Deno, 1985, 
1992, 2003; Deno & Mirkin, 1977; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2007a; 2007b). More recently, CBMs for 
Reading (CBM-Rs) are commonly used in the classroom to measure reading performance 
because they are technically adequate (reliable and valid), practical, and feasible (Deno, 1985; 
Shinn et al, 1992; Wayman et al., 2007). CBM-Rs are considered practically efficient because 
they take little time to administer and score and they are designed so that they can be repeated on 
a frequent basis (Deno,1985; 2003). Because CBM-Rs were recognized as a quick and effective 
way to measure reading ability and progress, they have been adopted for use as part of 
RTI/MTSS, a framework that provides a structured way to evaluate and measure student growth 
and the effectiveness of teacher instruction and intervention (Ball & Christ, 2012; Weiss & 
Friesen, 2014). 
Within the framework of RTI/MTSS, there are multiple (typically three) tiers of 
instruction for students who struggle with reading (Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2007a, 
Griffiths et al., 2009; Marchand-Martella et al., 2007). Universal screening within RTI/MTSS 
has been used as a preventative process to identify children who are struggling so that teachers 
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can provide interventions early on (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1986; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2007b; Good et al., 
2001; Taylor et al., 2010) and CBM-Rs that include measures of oral reading fluency have 
increased in use since RTI/MTSS to identify students who have reading difficulties, or to 
identify students who may have a learning disability in reading (Burns et al., 2008; Fuchs & 
Fuchs, 2006; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2007b; Vaughn et al., 2003). Student reading progress, as 
measured by CBM-Rs within the RTI model, is usually evaluated by a team of educational 
professionals (e.g., general education, special education, and reading teachers along with 
paraprofessionals, school psychologists, therapists, and administrators) with the goal of making 
decisions that provide the best education for each student (Weiss & Friesen, 2014).   
Within the RTI/MTSS model, the collaborative process of identifying and implementing 
interventions that are designed to meet students’ needs was shown to be associated with positive 
outcomes and the need for intensive special education services decreased as a result (Weiss & 
Friesen, 2014). According to the Council for Exceptional Children, (2008) and the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (2008) the use of data obtained from CBMs in 
collaborative decision-making aimed at improving instruction was referred to as “best practice,” 
(Weiss & Friesen, 2014). Effective collaboration was made possible through the use of visual 
representations of student performance that could be used to discuss potential instructional 
strategies to support learners who were struggling (Weiss & Friesen, 2014). 
Increased Use of CBM-R 
 A proliferation of universal screeners and CBMs of oral reading fluency are available for 
use with RTI/MTSS today, such as AIMSweb (NCS Pearson, Inc., 2019) and DIBELS (UO 
Dibels Data System, 2019); these and others are listed on the National Center for Intensive 
Intervention website (https://charts.intensiveintervention.org/chart/academic-screening) 
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signifying the increased focus on the use of oral reading fluency measures in education related to  
RTI/MTSS implementation. The increasing volume of research articles devoted to the use of 
CBMs provides further evidence of CBMs’ increasingly widespread use in education.  For 
example, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of research articles on CBMs and 
Oral Reading fluency since IDEA was enacted in 2004; a search for the years of 1990-2004 
yielded 17 articles compared to 92 articles for the years 2005-2019. 
Potential Impact of Increased Use of CBM-R on Reading Performance 
The availability of fluency norms helps educators use results of ORF assessments to 
identify learners who may need more targeted reading instruction or to monitor progress of 
reading performance over time to determine a student’s responsiveness in RTI/MTSS, ultimately 
to determine the presence of a learning disability (Hasbrouck & Tindal, 1992; 2006; 2017; Fuchs 
& Fuchs, 2007a; Hosp & Fuchs, 2005). Teachers assess their students’ ORF by calculating the 
words read correctly per minute (WCPM) when reading an unfamiliar graded passage. Given an 
emphasis on reading fluency following IDEA 2004, an increase in ORF performance might be 
expected. In fact, an emphasis on assessing reading proficiency with ORF measures appears to 
be associated with increases in fluency scores over time. An examination of fluency norms of 
students at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles reported by Hasbrouck and Tindal in 2006 and 
again in 2017 following the widespread implementation of RTI in response to IDEA 2004 
reveals an ascending trend of WCPM scores.  
In 2006, Hasbrouck and Tindal reported fluency norms by collecting data from a large 
sample of around 250,000 children attending first through eighth grade in the U.S. When 
Hasbrouck and Tindal updated the fluency norms in their 2017 report, they gathered data for first 
through sixth graders from the following three common, commercially available assessment 
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tools used within the schools: DIBELS, DIBELS Next (UO Dibels Data System, 2019), and 
easyCBM (2019). To determine if students have increased their oral reading fluency, or WCPM, 
oral fluency norms from 2006 (before IDEA 2004 had gained much momentum in practice) were 
compared to those from 2017. In general, the 2017 scores are higher. Illustrative of these gains, 
the average WCPM for students in first grade in Spring were as follows: The WCPM score at the 
25th percentile increased by six WCPM; the WCPM score for students scoring at the at the 50th 
percentile increased by seven WCPM, and the WCPM score for students scoring at the 75th 
percentile increased by nine WCPM. See Table 1 for spring oral reading fluency norms reported 
over time from 1992 to 2017.   
Broadly, it appears that the children’s average oral fluency scores have increased for 
students in grades one through five in the aftermath of IDEA. To determine if the same is true for 
reading comprehension, trends in the National Association for Educational Progress (NAEP, 
2005; 2019; http://nationsreportcard.gov/) reading proficiency scores were examined. NAEP 
provides scores that are nationally representative of the population of students at various grade 
levels in multiple subjects (e.g., Reading, Math, History, and Science). Because IDEA was 
passed in 2004, the year 2005 scores were chosen to compare to the most recent scores to 
consider what impacts, if any, that wide use of CBMs within RTI may have had on reading 
comprehension. NAEP reading assessments can provide two types of scores, scaled scores 
(ranging from 0-500) and benchmarks or levels (Bell & McCallum, 2016). Scaled scores were 
created so that comparisons could be made across different groups (e.g., state to national). 
 The national average reading scale scores for fourth graders in 2005 was 217 and in 2019, 
it was 220. In addition, national average reading scale scores for eighth graders in 2005 was 262 




Changes in Oral Reading Fluency Over Time (Spring) 
Grade level 
and Percentile 
Hasbrouck and Tindal 
(1992) 
Hasbrouck and Tindal 
(2006) 
Hasbrouck and Tindal 
(2017) 
1 -25  28 34 
1-50  53 60 
1-75  82 91 
2-25 65 61 72 
2-50 94 89 100 
2-75 124 117 124 
3-25 87 87 91 
3-50 114 107 112 
3-75 142 137 139 
4-25 92 98 105 
4-50 118 123 133 
4-75 143 152 160 
5-25 100 109 119 
5-50 128 139 146 
5-75 151 168 169 
6-25  122 122 
6-50  150 146 
6-75  177 173 
    
Note. Hasbrouck and Tindal (1992) did not report fluency norms for first or sixth graders. 
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the years; these do not appear to support the notion that increased emphasis on fluency leads to 
decreased emphasis on comprehension.  
 Despite the ascending trends observed from fluency norm data collected in 2006 and 
again in 2017 by Hasbrouck and Tindal and some small increases in overall reading proficiency 
reported in the NAEP Reading Assessment for students in grades four and eight, studies  
 investigating the effectiveness of RTI instruction for unskilled readers have produced mixed 
results. A report prepared for the Instructional Education Sciences (IES) by the Department of 
Education found some negative impacts for students in the elementary grades following 
receiving interventions as part of RTI (Balu et al., 2015). Balu and colleagues (2015) were 
specifically interested in determining the effects of reading instruction interventions administered 
as part of Tier 2 or Tier 3 instruction for students who scored below the “cut score” and made a 
comparison to students not deemed at-risk who scored just above the school-determined 
benchmark and cut score for grade level proficiency and thus only received instruction in Tier 1. 
As part of RTI instruction, schools have the freedom to decide on benchmarks or “cut 
scores” that can be used to make decisions regarding eligibility for remedial instruction or 
special education services. Only schools that used the screening process of identifying students 
at-risk or in need of intensive instruction were chosen to participate in the study. When students 
in participating schools scored below a pre-determined level, they were considered to be at-risk 
or in need of interventions in either Tier 2 or Tier 3.  
An analysis of the impacts of Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions for students scoring just 
below or above the “cut score” revealed statistically significant negative impacts on first graders’ 
comprehensive reading scores, meaning that their reading outcomes did not improve as a result 
of Tier 2 and Tier 3 instruction. Comprehensive reading scores were determined by the 
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administration of the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study, Kindergarten Reading Assessment 
(ECLS-K) for grade one used to assess “a range of reading skills such as decoding, vocabulary, 
and passage comprehension,” (Balu et al., 2015, p. 92). Negative impacts experienced by the first 
graders translated to approximately the loss of a month’s worth of growth in reading. In addition, 
for students in grades two and three, there were no statistically significant impacts observed. This 
study was considered to be exploratory and results should be interpreted with caution due to the 
inability of researchers to include a random assignment of school factors. Another limitation of 
this study was that participants were chosen based on reading scores that were in close proximity 
to their school’s pre-determined cut score, so results could not be generalized to the whole 
population of students receiving interventions in RTI.   
Balu and colleagues (2015) were the first to conduct a national study that investigated 
RTI’s effectiveness on a grand scale; however, their study has received considerable criticisms 
based on the limitations identified as spanning across seven features of the evaluation in an 
extensive review by Fuchs and Fuchs (2017). Fuchs and Fuchs argued that their regression 
discontinuity design, comparing outcomes for students above and below a cut score, did not 
allow for interpretable results and they only included “impact schools.” Impact schools in the 
study were defined as implementing RTI for at least three years with at least one student in each 
tier (i.e., Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3). Of the 146 schools included in the study, only 89 schools 
met their inclusion criterion for an impact school at first grade. Additionally, many of the schools 
included in the study were not implementing RTI with fidelity, potentially impacting the results, 
and there was no evidence to show that students referred for intervention received intervention, 
whereas some students above the cut point received intervention when they were not designated 
to receive it. The cut point at the 41st percentile that was used in the study to identify who 
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received intervention was criticized based on the assumption that the 20th to the 25th percentile is 
more commonly used for referrals for Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions, further limiting a 
comparison of effectiveness between students scoring above and below the cut point. Balu and 
colleagues’ study claimed to provide evidence for negative impacts for students who had IEPs in 
first grade, but students just below the 41st percentile were not representative of students with 
IEPs who more commonly perform below the 25th percentile. Self-reporting of descriptive data 
in the study was also reported to potentially lead to inaccuracies.  
Findings from previous research demonstrate that unskilled readers who participated in 
tiered interventions for reading in RTI made positive gains in reading achievement. These results 
were synthesized in 2007, when Wanzek and Vaughn conducted a meta-analysis to examine the 
effects of intensive interventions (described as occurring for 100 sessions or more) implemented 
in 1995 to the year 2005. Their meta-analysis revealed positive outcomes for students in 
kindergarten through third grade. Wanzek and colleagues (2016) conducted a meta-analysis that 
synthesized results from studies that included less-intensive interventions (i.e., occurring over 
less than 100 sessions) and positive effects were also found for unskilled readers as a result of 
participating in the interventions. More recently, in 2018, Wanzek and colleagues built upon the 
previous study conducted in 2007 (see Wanzek & Vaughn, 2007) when they re-evaluated the 
effectiveness of Tier 3, intensive interventions by expanding their scope to include studies from 
1995 up until 2015, and they found positive effects, that translated to improvement in reading of 
about four tenths of a standard deviation. Overall, it seems that over the past 20 years, unskilled 
readers who either participated in Tier 2 or Tier 3 interventions improved their reading 
achievement.  
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A student’s ORF performance is only one component of reading achievement and it is 
still not clear whether an increased emphasis in fluency assessment has led to overall 
improvements in overall reading ability. A comparison of fluency norms from 2006 and 2017, 
since RTI implementation, revealed an upward trend across the board for U.S. students. Small 
improvements in reading achievement scores for fourth and eighth graders were observed when 
comparing NAEP reported scores in 2005 to 2019 and may show some promise of positive 
implications resulting from RTI and the emphasis on instruction to improve students’ reading 
rate and accuracy. There were also positive outcomes for unskilled readers when they 
participated in tiered interventions; however, the increases in comprehension are very small and 
may indicate that the increase in fluency scores does not translate to significantly increased 
comprehension ability. 
Criticisms of CBM-R 
 The use of CBM-R as an assessment for reading performance has been criticized due to 
the potential for negative consequences for students that may result from the increased use of 
ORF measurements as a stand-alone assessment to make decisions about placement of students. 
For example, making decisions about students’ eligibility for additional support based on the 
reading of short passages may limit the opportunity to identify students who are struggling (i.e., 
in reading comprehension) and this could lead to the incorrect placement of a student in a 
reading group (Fuchs et al., 2012). Further, using a limited measure could lead to incorrect 
identification of a student as needing services or not needing services for a reading disability 
through RTI (Gersten & Dimino, 2006). Incorrect identification of students as needing services 
or incorrect placement in reading groups could be due to a disconnection between teachers (e.g., 
special education, reading, and general education teachers and school psychologists) because 
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they are not equipped to collaborate effectively due to time constraints, they have varied levels of 
expertise and experience, and they have clashing personalities. Weiss and Freissen (2014) 
asserted, “In order to effectively evaluate student progress in reading, a collaborative, cross-
disciplinary effort is necessary” (p. 105). It is essential that informed decisions about instruction 
based on data from CBMs is made through collaboration between teachers and those decisions 
should be based on more than one measure of reading proficiency. 
Other criticisms are based on the potential for errors in measurement that are more likely 
to happen when a child is in kindergarten versus at the end of their first-grade year because it is 
difficult to measure their performance precisely and their inability to respond to intervention 
could have been due to a limited exposure to effective literacy instruction. For example, Gersten 
and Dimino (2006) wrote, “One of the ironies of the screening measures used for detecting 
potential reading disabilities in young children is that the earlier a student takes these 
assessments, the less valid and potent a predictor the measure is” (p. 104). Errors may also occur 
in the variability in scores on ORF assessments that could be attributed to a “student’s familiarity 
or interest in the content of the passages, a lack of precision in the timing of a passage, or 
mistakes made in calculating the final score due to unnoticed errors” (Gersten & Dimino, 2006, 
p. 640). Additionally, some have argued that assessing reading skills based on one-minute timed 
reading of passages may produce an inaccurate representation of skill (Hudsen et al., 2009) and 
ORF measures are not effective for tracking student progress of specific phonics skills (Flynn et 
al., 2011). Other researchers argue that ORF was not intended to be a measurement of overall 
reading abilities; for example, Hasbrouck and Tindal (2006) wrote, “it is important to recognize 
that when fluency-based reading measures are used for screening decisions, the results are not 
meant to provide a full profile of a student’s overall reading skill level,” (pp. 639-640). The 
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utility of ORF as a measurement of reading skills decreases when reading materials used for 
CBMs are too difficult (e.g., 2-3 levels above a student’s instructional level), thus negatively 
impacting a student’s room for demonstrating improvement (Ardoin et al., 2005).  
Despite the main goals of RTI (i.e., to identify readers who struggle early and potentially 
remediate reading difficulties through interventions), critics have argued that an overemphasis on 
measurement and instruction based on reading rate and accuracy could send an implicit message 
to children that there should be an emphasis on speed reading (Deeney, 2010; Kuhn et al., 2011; 
Pikulski & Chard, 2005; Rowe et al., 2014; Samuels, 2007). Because ORF’s incorporation into 
classrooms is now widespread, teachers’ focus on reading instruction may have narrowed 
towards focusing on building students’ reading fluency, leading to less opportunities for teachers 
to instruct students in the use of effective comprehension strategies. This means that reading 
instruction may be influenced by ORF, the current established measurement tool; teachers are 
urged to consider reading instruction that includes more than one way to improve reading 
fluency (Hudson et al., 2009).  According to Pearson et al. (2014), “Reading assessments must 
reflect the complex, dynamic nature of reading as enacted by readers while reading texts in real 
time. Otherwise, assessments cannot serve as models for good instruction or as valid predictors 
of later success in college or career,” (p. 240). For example, Allington (2014) wrote, “an implicit, 
if not also explicit, goal of early reading instruction is to get children to read rapidly, while 
probably ignoring comprehension measures” (p. 223) and students who continue to struggle to 
read throughout elementary school and into the upper grades may continue to miss out on 
learning comprehension strategies because they are receiving instruction focused on building 
foundation reading skills-instruction that supports students in improving their decoding skills 
(Kuhn et al., 2011; Pikulski & Chard, 2005). Furthermore, students receiving intervention 
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support must be subjected to frequent progress monitoring (occurring as often as every two 
weeks), where they are asked to read as many words as they can correctly in a minute, may 
internalize the message that reading fast and accurately is the primary goal of reading as a result 
of their increased exposure to reading assessments (Deeney, 2010; Rowe et al., 2014; Samuels, 
2007).  
Samuels (2007) echoes previous researcher’s beliefs that reading assessments must 
reflect the complex process of reading when he argued that reading assessments should include 
an evaluation of both reading skills (e.g., simultaneous decoding and comprehending a text) 
because there is a disconnect that occurs when ORF and comprehension are assessed separately. 
He asserted that it is difficult to gather accurate information about a child’s reading skills by 
analyzing data from a student’s score derived from words read correctly in a minute and 
comparing it to a reading comprehension score from a passage on a separate standardized test 
taken at a different day or time. When ORF and comprehension have been assessed separately, a 
disconnection between the reader and the text occurs, presumably leading to invalid results. 
When a student is assessed on both ORF and comprehension at the same time with the same text, 
speed is not encouraged, and instead, the focus is on understanding what is read.  
Conclusion 
A large proportion of fluency interventions strive to increase a child’s reading rate based 
on the consensus that comprehension is hindered when a reader reads at a slow pace (Mastropieri 
et al., 1999). This dedicated focus on improving a students’ reading rates may lead to students 
who are able to decode well; however, there are no guarantees that those same students can also 
comprehend what they read (Gersten & Dimino, 2006). When reading interventions are 
delivered, based on the screening of only one measurement (e.g., ORF), teachers may fail to 
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realize the circumstance when a student is unable to comprehend a text, despite their ability to 
read at an appropriate pace (Gersten & Dimino, 2006; Hudsen et al., 2009). If students improve 
their reading skills as a result of participating in interventions targeted only on decoding and 
phonological skills, there is a possibility that they may face reading difficulties in the future due 
to a limited knowledge of vocabulary or strategies for comprehension (Biemiller, 2003). Students 
may miss out on quality reading instruction in comprehension strategies because interventions, 
influenced by ORF measures of reading rate and accuracy, may target the improvement of 
reading rate and accuracy alone (Hosp et al., 2007; Goodman, 2006).  
Multiple researchers in the field of literacy have criticized the increased use of ORF as a 
measurement of reading ability since enactment of RTI/MTSS and the need for a CBM tool to 
screen, diagnose, and monitor the reading ability and progress of students (Ardoin et al, 2005; 
Deeney, 2010; Flynn et al., 2011; Fuchs et al., 2012; Gersten & Dimino, 2006; Hosp et al., 2007; 
Rowe et al., 2014; Samuels, 2007). Despite criticisms, there have been numerous studies that 
support the use of ORF as a CBM measure of reading ability (Fuchs & Deno, 1991; Shinn, 1988; 
1989; Stecker & Fogen, 2010; Tindal & Marston, 1990; Wayman et al., 2007) reporting positive 
effects on reading performance for at risk or unskilled readers (Stecker et al., 2005; Weiss & 
Friesen, 2014); however, ORF as a stand-alone measurement of reading ability has its drawbacks 
and more information about a reader is necessary to design instruction to support readers who are 
struggling (Hamilton & Shinn, 2003; Hasbrouck & Tindal, 2006; Hosp & Suchey, 2014; Hudson 
et al., 2009; Goodman, 2006; Samuels, 2007). 
Perceptions of a Good Reader 
 Because ORF is highly correlated with reading comprehension, it has been used widely 
to determine a child’s reading ability, with an apparent increase in reading fluency norms over 
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the past 16 or so years. However, it is not known if student perceptions of what constitutes good 
reading have changed concomitantly. McCardle and Chabra, editors, of The Voice of Evidence in 
Reading Research wrote, “Children can read accurately, but not understand what they read,” 
(2004, p. 188). When children become skilled at reading accurately, but not able to understand 
what they read; they are missing out on the true goal of reading, which is to comprehend 
(Anderson et al., 1985; Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002). This may occur because children are 
merely meeting the expectations set out for them by their teachers-to read quickly and accurately 
and they may be responding to an internalization of the implicit message that good reading 
equals fast and accurate decoding due to their participation in multiple reading assessments 
where their words read correctly per minute were calculated. Students who have difficulties with 
reading may infer these implicit messages more often because they are assessed more times than 
their peers as part of RTI/MTSS or a remedial reading program.  
One way to gather more information about a child as a reader would be to administer a 
survey or questionnaire that asks children questions about their reading identity and/or 
perceptions of a good reader (Bondy, 1990; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johnson, 2011; Moses, 
2015; Wangsgard, 2014). Throughout the past few decades, research has been conducted to 
explore ways that readers’ experiences and perceptions of good reading behaviors have played a 
role in their reading performance (Bondy, 1990; Borko & Eisenhart, 1986; Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 
2012; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johns & Ellis, 1976; Johnson, 2011; 
Miller & Yochum, 1991; Moses, 2015; Wangsgard, 2014). Some emerging trends from the 
research are that good and poor readers have different experiences in the classroom (Arthur, 
1995; Bondy, 1990; Connor et al., 2004; Connor et al., 2009; Krashen, 1993; Mathes et al., 2005; 
Wu & Samuels, 2004; Xue & Meisels, 2004). Findings from research have also demonstrated 
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that external influences such as teacher instruction, praise, grades, and peers play a substantial 
role in a reader’s identity and performance (Byrd, 2015; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johns & Ellis, 
1975; Johnson, 2011; Moses, 2015).  
The following search terms were entered into ERIC via Ebsco Host: good reader and 
perceptions or attitudes or opinion or experience or view or reflection or beliefs to locate quality 
studies in which researchers investigated student ideas, definitions, knowledge, beliefs, and 
perspectives of what it means to be a good reader and several qualitative and descriptive studies 
were found. For many of the studies, students were either administered an interview or 
questionnaire that included open-ended questions where participants could respond verbally, 
through written expression, or in drawing formats.  
Instruction based on improving reading speed and accuracy may send the message that in 
order to be a good reader, one must read quickly and accurately (Byrd, 2015). According to 
Johnson (2011), “The focus in reading instruction today is on creating self-regulating, strategic 
readers. Teaching students to read like proficient readers can work only if students have an 
accurate picture of what strategies good readers use” (p. 770). When instruction is only focused 
on improving a child’s reading fluency, the true goal of reading, comprehension, is neglected 
because students may only be exposed to strategies to improve their reading fluency by 
increasing their speed and accuracy. In order to support students in becoming readers who 
understand what they read, it was recommended that reading strategies to support comprehension 
be explicitly taught (Johnson, 2011).  
Studies Involving Perspectives of Good Readers 
Student perspectives of “good” readers or “good” reading skills were investigated with 
elementary children in the 1970s and 1980s, and it was found that elementary children 
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considered decoding and word recognition as good reading, indicating less of an emphasis on 
making meaning of texts (Borko & Eisenhart, 1986; Johns & Ellis, 1976). Similarly, it was found 
that over half the participants in a study conducted by Miller and Yochum (1991) thought that 
word recognition was synonymous with good reading. In a study conducted by Bondy (1990), 
first graders created definitions of readers based on their background, prior knowledge, and 
experiences.  For the study, a classroom of first graders was observed over a four-month period 
and informal and formal interviews were conducted to determine whether children’s definitions 
of readers differed based on their membership in either a high or a low reading group. Classroom 
observations revealed that students in the high reading groups experienced different instruction 
from students in the low reading groups. For example, students in the high achieving reading 
groups experienced more autonomy with their learning because they received more opportunities 
to participate in silent sustained reading and independent work time. Before attending guided 
reading with their teachers, members of the high reading group spent time independently reading 
the story at their desk and they spent time discussing the story and answering questions with their 
teacher during group time. On the other hand, low achieving readers did not get as many 
opportunities to read silently, a critical skill for improvement in reading ability (Arthur, 1995; 
Krashen, 1993; Lewis & Samuels, 2003; Wu & Samuels, 2004), and instead when they attended 
their reading group they spent their time participating in drill and skill based instruction in 
phonics in combination with sight word memorization activities, only requiring low level 
thinking processes. Due to the differing experiences of low and high achieving readers, 
definitions of reading were based on different behaviors, depending on the person’s individual 
reading ability. Low achieving readers defined reading as, “saying words correctly, reading is 
schoolwork, and reading is a source of status” (Bondy, 1990, p. 35). Some of the low achieving 
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readers who defined reading as “saying words correctly” did not choose reading during free 
choice periods, further demonstrating that a child’s engagement and enjoyment of reading is 
dependent on their own individual perspectives of reading; students may avoid reading because 
they do not want to participate in a task that is difficult for them. Some of the high achieving 
readers defined reading as, “a way to learn things, for private pleasure, and as a social activity” 
(Bondy, 1990, p. 35). As can be expected, high achieving readers chose reading more often as an 
activity during free-choice periods, demonstrating that their behaviors aligned with their 
definitions of reading. 
In another study aimed at investigating student perceptions of a good reader, Henk and 
Melnick (1998) administered interviews based on Bandura’s model of self-efficacy to 56 fourth, 
fifth, and sixth graders. Students’ oral responses were recorded in 15 separate categories with 10 
clustering into four groups of good reader judgement statements. One category, based on reading 
fluency (i.e., speed and accuracy), was most frequently referenced as a criterion that was used to 
judge a person’s reading ability, demonstrating that fourth through sixth grade students had 
internalized the message that successful reading translated to reading quickly and accurately. 
Henk and Melnick (1998) were skeptical of this finding because reading to learn has been 
considered to be the primary focus of instruction for students in grades four and above, not 
learning to read as the findings suggested. 
There were three other major categories for judging reading ability chosen by the 
participants. One of the categories was related to teacher behaviors (i.e., verbal praise and the 
amount of times a student was called on). Within this category, a student’s reading 
ability/reading success could be determined by how often a teacher praised the student or called 
on the student during reading instruction. Another one of the categories most often chosen 
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related to indicators of affect (i.e., amount of reading, enjoyment, and recreational reading). A 
student could be deemed a successful reader if they read for long periods of time and enjoyed 
reading outside of school. The third category was based on one’s classroom achievement (i.e., 
task/test performance and grades). A reader could also be successful if they scored high on 
classroom reading tasks, tests, and during reading performance related activities and grades. The 
remaining categories describing comprehension, studying and practicing reading, providing or 
receiving reading support, membership in reading groups, and effort were chosen by few of the 
participants. Results also indicate that one-third of participants responded that the teacher’s 
opinion of reading ability displayed in praise and feedback mattered more than the opinions of 
their peers or their families. Overall, Henk and Melnick’s study reveals patterns that are 
consistent with previous research where good reading behaviors were defined by quickness and 
accuracy even when participants were older (e.g., fourth grade and above).  
Similarly, Davis and Neitzel (2010) conducted a study with upper elementary and middle 
school students (i.e., 71 fifth and sixth graders) to investigate the relationships between student 
beliefs about reading and their use of comprehension strategies. To gather data, participants were 
videotaped while discussing the reading behaviors of fictitious characters from four different 
texts in small groups. Researchers examined their rankings of the fictional characters’ reading 
behaviors, the ways that they participated during class discussions, and their use of reading 
comprehension strategies. Students assigned values to the different characteristics that make up a 
good reader for the vignettes of fictional characters that they read. Student responses indicate a 
relationship between their reading orientation and use of strategies while reading. It was also 
determined that students held different views about what it meant to be a successful reader and 
their use of reading strategies reflected those differences. Differences occurred between how 
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often strategies were used and the ways that students engaged in participating and in initiating 
strategy use. Students who associated successful reading with engaging in the process of 
“meaning-making” while reading employed reading comprehension strategies such as making 
inferences or connections, retelling what was read, and answering questions beyond the surface 
level. Students who viewed reading within the context of making meaning demonstrated higher 
scores on performance measures of reading comprehension when compared to students who 
viewed reading as reading for speed and accuracy. Davis and Neitzel also discovered that a 
student’s private reading behavior differed from their public definition of a good reader and they 
associated fluency and surface level comprehension with characteristics of a good reader. The 
findings from Davis and Neitzel’s study demonstrate that a person’s perspective of a successful 
reader plays a role in their understanding and use of effective comprehension strategies.  
In 2011, Johnson conducted a study similar to Henk and Melnick’s (1998) study, where he 
examined fourth grade students’ definition of a good reader using a questionnaire administered 
in August (beginning of the year) and then again in January (mid-year) that included five open-
ended questions asking respondents to describe the behaviors of good and bad readers. The 
purpose of Johnson’s study was to identify and compare student perceptions of readers at the 
beginning of the year to their perceptions at the middle of the year following his implementation 
of daily classroom instruction aimed at communicating effective reading comprehension 
strategies. Johnson wrote, “Students need to know that good readers use strategies because they 
can help improve their comprehension and thus make the reading event more enjoyable and 
meaningful” (2011, p. 776). Johnson compared the responses of his participants gathered in 
January to their responses in August to determine the effect of his reading instruction and 
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communication about behaviors of good readers on his students’ constructed definitions of 
readers.  
Reading instruction in Johnson’s study incorporated best practices and was strongly focused 
on teaching the use of effective reading comprehension strategies based on current researchers of 
literacy (e.g., Harvey & Goudvis, 2000; McLaughlin & Allen, 2002; Pressley et al., 1998, 2000). 
In order to be able to interpret the results of the questionnaire responses accurately, additional 
data (i.e., informal observations of the use of literacy strategies) were collected for comparison. 
During discussions and activities students were observed using the reading strategies that were 
referenced in their responses to the questionnaire.   
 Johnson (2011) noticed that students participating in the study experienced a shift in their 
thinking about reading in the short time period of four months when he compared responses in 
January to responses in April. Students’ responses to the question, “Do you know any good 
readers?” in August revealed that they referred to adults as good readers more often than their 
peers and their responses changed in January when they chose their peers or a mixture of both as 
representing good readers more often. Johnson explained that student responses differed from 
January to August because they may have internalized the messages he was communicating 
about behaviors of a good reader (e.g., anyone can be a good reader). Responses about good 
readers were recorded from the students and are displayed in Table 2.  
When students were asked to name some things that good readers do, their responses 
increased from 47 in August to 72 in January indicating that students had increased their 
understanding of strategies used by good readers. Students also increased their knowledge of the 
behaviors of poor readers because they discussed 32 behaviors in August and this increased to 84 
in January. Responses about poor readers were recorded and are displayed in Table 3. When  
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Table 2 
Name Some Things “Good” Readers Do 
 
What do “good readers” do? August responses January responses 
   
Read with expression 9 5 
Make no mistakes 7 1 
Read fast 5 0 
Read a lot 14 7 
Memorize 1 0 
Correct 2 4 
Reread 2 5 
Sound out 4 10 
Retell 1 0 
Don’t skip pages 1 2 
Monitor 1 1 
Don’t give up 0 3 
Ask questions 0 8 
Make connections 0 4 
Take their time 0 7 
Understand 0 8 
Use strategies 0 5 
Infer 0 1 
Overview/preview 0 1 
Total 47 72 
   
Note. From “What Makes a “Good Reader” Asking Students to Define Good Readers,” by J. 
Johnson, 2011, The Reading Teacher, 58 (8), p. 768. (https://doi.org/10.1598/RT.58.8.6) 




Name Some Things “Poor” Readers Do 
 
What do “poor” readers do? August 
responses 
January responses 
   
Read with little expression 5 8 
Read too fast 3 9 
Don’t read a lot 2 15 
Pretend to be done 1 1 
Don’t correct 1 1 
Sound out 1 0 
Skip parts 2 10 
Don’t understand what they read 1 5 
Don’t go back if it doesn’t make sense; 2 9 
don’t’ monitor   
Quit/don’t try 3 5 
Don’t ask questions 0 1 
Only look at pictures 1 0 
Can’t finish-get stuck 2 5 
Become bored with reading 1 3 
Don’t select “just right” books 0 1 
Don’t enjoy reading 1 3 
Don’t finish books 3 3 
Don’t make connections 0 1 
Don’t use strategies 0 4 
Read slowly 3 0 
Total 32 84 
   
Note. From “What Makes a “Good Reader” Asking Students to Define Good Readers,” by J. 
Johnson, 2011, The Reading Teacher, 58 (8), p. 769. (https://doi.org/10.1598/RT.58.8.6)  
Copyright 2011 by the International Reading Association. Reprinted with permission. 
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students were asked what good readers did in August, they responded with, “read with 
expression,” and “make no mistakes” (Johnson, 2011, p. 768), reflecting a performance-based 
perspective of reading. When the same question was asked again in January, the top three 
responses were, “ask questions,” “sound out,” and “understand” (Johnson, 2011, p. 768) 
reflecting two comprehension-based activities (i.e. ask questions and understand). Student 
descriptions of poor readers also reflected a focus on comprehension when they said, “poor 
readers were defined with lack of reading, lack of comprehension, and lack of attention” 
(Johnson, 2011, p. 769). Student descriptions of poor reader behaviors in August also differed 
from responses in January because they reflected a performance-based understanding with the 
following responses: “reads without expression, reads too fast or too slow, quits, and doesn’t 
finish reading” (Johnson, 2011, p. 769) and students referred to themselves as good readers more 
often in January when compared to August.  
Overall, the results of Johnson’s (2011) study demonstrate that student definitions of 
reading were influenced by their reading instruction that occurred in whole group discussions 
and during guided reading groups and their definitions changed over a short period of time (four  
months) to reflect a deeper understanding of good reader behaviors. Johnson wrote, “Instead of 
seeing reading comprehension as something that just happens (you get it or you don’t), these 
students began to see that readers do have influence over comprehension” (2011, p. 769). As a 
result of Johnson’s dedication to communicating good reader behaviors in instruction, his 
students were able to improve their perception of themselves by being open to the possibility of 
becoming a good reader over time, akin to the ideas expressed by Dweck in her perspective of 
student perseverance under the Growth Mindset; individuals who believe that their intelligence is 
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malleable are more likely to be successful in school because they persevere even when tasks are 
challenging (Dweck, 1999; 2009; 2010).  
In a study conducted by Cobb (2012), 156, K-6 students’ perceptions of good readers 
were investigated with an interview and image-based research (e.g., drawing response format 
where participants were asked to draw a picture of a good reader). Participants in kindergarten 
through third grade had a range of reading abilities and participants in the fourth grade through 
sixth grade were identified as low achieving readers based on scores on standardized tests. 
Participants were first asked to answer the question, “Are you a good reader?” while looking at a 
picture of a good reader that more closely matched their ethnicity (i.e., Hispanic boy, White girl, 
or African American boy). Next, they were asked to draw a picture of a good reader. Carlos, one 
of the participants was asked to draw a picture of a good reader and he drew a picture of himself 
as being able to learn hard words; he said, “It’s me. I’m fixin to know the hard words” (Cobb, 
2012, p. 221). When referring to Carlos’ representational drawing, Cobb wrote, “Carlos and 
many of his peers define good readers as students who pronounce all the words correctly. 
Reading is, in essence, accurate and quick decoding” (Cobb, 2012, p. 221). Researchers analyzed 
information gained from participant responses in the interview and from their drawings of good 
readers. Verbal descriptions of good readers fell into one of the following five categories, “(1) 
decoding; (2) comprehension, remembering facts and details or strategy use; (3) looking at 
pictures; (4) neatness, attention to treatment of books; and (5) reading behavior” (Cobb, 2012, p. 
233). Overall findings from this study demonstrate that children in the lower grades (e.g., K–2) 
viewed a good reader as someone who was able to decode words and children in the third grade 
focused less on decoding skills and more on comprehension, and unskilled readers in grades four 
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through six drew pictures and provided verbal responses that were more focused on meaning and 
the use of pictures to enhance understanding.  
When students do not believe that they are capable readers, they spend less time reading 
and their limited experiences in reading may shape how they view reading and the behaviors of 
good readers (Wigfield et al., 2004). Teachers may ascertain a better understanding of their 
students’ perceptions of a reader by administering an assessment to measure their view of reader 
behaviors in addition to the traditional reading assessments already administered (i.e., reading 
fluency, comprehension, vocabulary, phonics, and phonemic awareness). Wangsgard (2014) 
shared an evaluative tool in the format of a cartoon scenario called, “How Jamie and Sam Feel 
about Reading” that could provide information to educators about their students’ perceptions of 
reader behaviors; the cartoon could be used as a reference point for a teacher to ask interview 
questions that are hypothetically formatted in third person about the characters in the cartoon. 
This type of assessment via an interview that involved commenting on a cartoon would 
encourage the student to respond in ways that could reveal their perception about behaviors of 
readers that they might not reveal about themselves. Wangsgard suggested the cartoon scenario 
and interview format for teachers to use with their students because answering questions about 
characters in a cartoon would be less threatening to children, and they would be more likely to be 
honest in their responses even if they view themselves as unsuccessful readers. There are also 
suggestions for teachers to use results from the cartoon evaluation and interview to guide further 
reading instruction by including an emphasis on the emotional aspects of reading and by 
incorporating positive reinforcement and setting up an environment where readers feel more 
comfortable to make mistakes and grow as readers.  
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Moses (2015) conducted a qualitative study, part of a larger study, with 44 first graders who 
were linguistically and socioeconomically diverse, to investigate the relations between student 
perceptions of good reader behaviors, definitions of good readers and the curricular approach 
(inquiry-based vs. scripted programs) used by their teachers. Moses was interested in examining 
the influence of the participants’ background (i.e., monolingual, bilingual, with free and reduced 
lunch status, and without free and reduced lunch status) along with the type of instruction 
(inquiry-based versus scripted) on their perceptions of readers and reader behaviors. Moses 
suggested that individual perceptions about the behaviors that good readers use during reading 
are indicative of their definition of good reading and influence their creation of goals in 
becoming better readers. Participants in the study were interviewed and asked questions about 
their beliefs of reading instructional practices, good readers, and themselves as readers. One 
question asked by interviewers was: “What do good readers do?” (p. 7). From the results of this 
study, there were nine reoccurring themes to explain behaviors that good readers used that were 
identified, “Decoding, Speed/Rate, Quantity, Strategies, Learning, Writing, Viewing, Effort, and 
Social Contexts” (Moses, 2015, p. 8). Participants across multiple backgrounds (i.e., those who only 
spoke English and those who spoke English as a second language along with those receiving free and 
reduced lunch and those without), from a classroom with a scripted core curriculum, chose decoding 
most often (32 times) as a characteristic of a good reader, placing decoding in first place, 
demonstrating that experiences in literacy instruction played a larger role than an individual’s 
background in influencing perceptions of the characteristics of good readers. Writing was not 
mentioned as a characteristic of good readers in classrooms with a scripted core curriculum, but 
it was mentioned by participants from different language and SES backgrounds in inquiry-based 
classrooms. The two themes, Strategy and Learning, were tied for second and third place as most 
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reoccurring theme (26 times) and strategy related to comprehension strategies such as the act of 
making connections, predictions, asking questions about the text, and summarizing what was 
read and learning referred to learning information found in texts. The theme that was referenced 
the least amount of times (11) was effort and related to practicing reading to become a better 
reader. A majority of participants (83%) in the scripted core curriculum classrooms chose 
Speed/Rate as a characteristic of a good reader as compared to only 7% that chose Speed/Rate 
from an inquiry-based classroom. Results from the study demonstrate that differencing 
experiences of readers (i.e., curricular approaches) played a large role on student beliefs of the 
characteristics of good readers. 
More recently, a second-grade teacher named Ben Byrd, working in an urban charter school, 
conducted a study within his classroom to examine his students’ beliefs of what it means to be a 
successful reader (2015). He gathered data through observations, interviews, and student ranking 
of vignettes of readers who demonstrated variations in reading behaviors, skills, and habits. He 
determined that participants’ reading orientations were closely aligned with the reading instruction 
they received in the classroom and around the school supporting the idea that student beliefs were 
influenced by their environment and experiences. Byrd (2015) reflected on the messages that he 
sent his students about reading during his instruction. Students received messages through 
announcements and the school motto that focused on the end goal of reading as “getting smart” or 
intelligent when you work hard. He mentioned that some of his students associated reading with 
the end goal of getting a college degree. In addition, Byrd discovered that student private reading 
orientations differed from their shared public reading orientations. Byrd wrote, “These findings 
suggest that teachers need to be organized and intentional around the messages that they send to 
students about successful reading” (2015, p.124). Byrd also suggested that teachers set up their 
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classrooms to provide a safe place for their students to understand the importance of  learning 
about the varying purposes of reading and reading behaviors. Results from Byrd’s study further 
demonstrate that a child’s perception of another reader as successful is affected by external sources 
(i.e., classroom instruction and school climate).  
Conclusion 
Overall, findings of previous studies that investigated the impacts of student beliefs and 
perceptions of good readers with participants ranging in age from kindergarten through eighth 
grade demonstrate that individual experiences (e.g., classroom instruction, teacher student 
interactions, background, peer to peer interactions, and reading performance) played a role in 
reader identities (Bondy, 1990; Borko & Eisenhart, 1986; Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Davis & 
Nietzel, 2010; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johns & Ellis, 1976; Johnson, 2011; Miller & Yochum, 
1991; Moses, 2015). A performance-based view of reading (e.g., decoding words, word 
recognition, reading rate, and accuracy) was most frequently cited as a behavior of a good reader. 
A performance-based view of reading would be expected for learners in earlier grades because 
there is an emphasis of instruction in foundational reading skills where students are learning to 
read and a meaning-making view of reading would be expected for learners in the upper grades 
because they are reading to learn (Chall, 1983; 1996); however, participants in primary, 
intermediate, and middle grades tended to view successful reading as the ability to decode and 
recognize words. Learners’ views of successful readers may be influenced by their teachers’ 
focus of instruction. Byrd (2015) speculated that, “In classrooms where teachers (or the script) 
emphasize rapid decoding, word recognition, and literal recall, students develop a view of 
reading that is not focused on meaning making” (p.12). Student perceptions of readers in primary 
grades may be influenced by learning to read that occurs before reading to learn and as Allington 
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(2014a) has argued, literacy instruction has not been improved despite teachers’ focus on 
incorporating explicit and systematic instruction in phonics, sometimes implementing 
commercial programs that do not necessarily meet the needs of all learners and neglecting 
comprehension instruction in the process.  
Summary 
Most researchers agree that reading is a complex process that is based on a person’s 
acquisition of multiple skills and the goal of reading is comprehension-the ability to understand a 
text (Anderson et al., 1985; Gajria et al., 2007; Torgesen, 2002). One view, although considered 
controversial due to the thought that it oversimplifies and falsely dichotomizes reading, is the 
SVR (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). Within the scope of SVR, reading 
comprehension hinges on two separate constructs-decoding and linguistic comprehension. Each 
component is necessary for reading comprehension. For example, before an individual can 
understand what they read, they need to be able to read texts with fluency (i.e., reading words 
accurately, with automaticity, and with an appropriate speed; Allington, 1983; Basaran, 2013; 
Hiebert et al., 2003; Hudsen et al., 2005; Samuels, 1988; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004; 
Stanvovich, 1991). Reading fluency is necessary, but not sufficient on its own (Pikulski & 
Chard, 2005). The SVR provides one way to conceptualize a combination of two necessary 
components that make reading possible (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). 
Multiple studies investigating children’s perceptions of reading (Bondy, 1990; Borko & 
Eisenhart, 1986; Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johns 
& Ellis, 1976; Johnson, 2011; Miller & Yochum, 1991; Moses, 2015) have shown that reader 
behaviors can be described along two dimensions of reading processes, similar to the SVR, in 
that a good reader is either referred to as an individual who is skilled in decoding/fluency (the 
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ability to read quickly and accurately) or skilled in comprehension (the ability to derive meaning 
from a text; NRP, 2000). Skilled and unskilled readers may create differing definitions of good 
readers and identify different good reader behaviors as a result of their differing experiences in 
literacy instruction.  
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Chapter III: Methodology 
The goal of this study was to determine whether there are differences in the perceptions 
of a good reader as measured by the two subscales (Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency [PerDE] 
versus Perceptions-Comprehension [PerC]) of the SPGRS, for skilled and unskilled readers. For 
the purposes of this study, skilled readers were defined as scoring above the 25th percentile on 
MAP Growth Reading RIT scores based on 2015 norms (Thum & Hauser, 2015) and unskilled 
readers were defined as scoring at or below the 25th percentile in reading comprehension based 
on national norms. Another aim of this study was to evaluate the relationship between 
elementary and middle school students’ perceptions of a good reader and their reading 
performance as measured by a measure of ORF and a measure of reading comprehension. In 
order to examine differences in mean scores and the relationships among the variables, I 
employed a causal-comparative and correlational quantitative design that included mean 
differences and regression analyses of the variables. In this chapter, the research design, 
participants and setting, data collection, instruments, procedures, data analysis, and potential 
limitations are addressed.  
Research Design 
Rationale for Research Design 
The purpose of this causal-comparative and correlational, quantitative study was to 
examine the differences in mean scores and the relationships between the following variables: 
PerDE, PerC, ORF, and reading comprehension (MAP Reading Growth) for first through eighth 
grade students, to determine if perceptions of a good reader differ (PerDE vs. PerC) for skilled 
and unskilled readers. Further analyses were conducted to determine whether these relationships 
differ by membership in lower (i.e., first through third grade) or upper grades (i.e., fourth 
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through eighth grade), and to examine associations of predictor variables (ORF and reading 
comprehension) on student perceptions of a good reader (i.e., PerDE and PerC). A correlational 
design was chosen because participants were not randomly assigned to a treatment group, nor 
was a treatment administered (Gall et al., 2007; Huck, 2012; Thompson et al., 2005).  Mean 
differences analyses were used to examine differences in perceptions for readers performing 
above the 25th percentile and for the readers performing at or below the 25th percentile and 
regression analyses were used to examine relationships between the variables (i.e., ORF, reading 
comprehension, PerDE, and PerC). Post hoc analyses of mean differences of perceptions are 
explored in Chapter 5 for skilled versus unskilled readers. 
Research questions 
1A. Is there a difference in the mean scores (Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency [PerDE]  
versus Perceptions-Comprehension[PerC]) for the skilled readers-defined as performing 
above the 25th percentile based on MAP Growth (2015) RIT score norms (Thum & 
Hauser, 2015)? 
1B. Is there a difference in the mean scores (Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency [PerDE]  
versus Perceptions-Comprehension [PerC]) for the unskilled readers-defined as 
performing at or below the 25th percentile based on MAP Growth (2015) RIT score 
norms (Thum & Hauser, 2015)? 
2. Do the relationships between students’ PerC scores and their ORF and reading 
comprehension scores differ as a function of grade (i.e., first through third as lower 
grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)? 
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3. Do the relationships between students’ PerDE scores and their ORF and reading 
comprehension scores differ as a function of grade (i.e., first through third as lower 
grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)?  
4. To what extent do student scores on ORF and reading comprehension predict students’  
perceptions of a good reader (i.e., PerDE and PerC)? 
Preliminary Pilot Study 
A preliminary pilot study was conducted in the months of June and July of 2019, to 
gather preliminary psychometric data on the Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale 
(SPGRS), developed for the current study. The SPGRS was pilot tested at an after-school 
program that serves students who attend Title I schools in the area, to determine the accessibility 
of the scale and the internal consistency. Pilot testing the scale also allowed for modifications to 
scale items based on feedback from the participants and to interpret the strength of individual 
scale items through an analysis of item-scale correlations. The 22-item pilot version of the 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS) was administered to a total of (N= 30) 
students attending second through seventh grade. Participants in the pilot study were similar in 
demographic characteristics to those in the final study.  
Participants and Setting 
Current Study 
A targeted sampling methodology was used to recruit participants for this study based on 
their attendance at after-school programs serving students enrolled at elementary and middle 
schools in the Southeast United States in first through eighth grade during the 2019–2020 school 
year.  
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Initially, 110 participants returned consent forms. After data cleaning and the removal of 
missing data, the final total was (N=100) students who returned consent forms and completed 
both subscales (PerDE and PerC) of the SPGRS, (see Appendix A) who attended an after-school 
program in first through eighth grade during the 2019–2020 school year. The SPGRS was 
developed based on the SVR (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Tunmer, 2018) with items 
written to reflect two broad domains: a) decoding efficiency (speed and accuracy) and b) reading 
comprehension. Students were between the ages of 6–14 and there were 49 males (49%) and 51 
females (51%). Due to Covid 19 and the resultant discontinuation of data collection, some 
participants in this study did not complete all reading performance measures (i.e., ORF and MAP 
Growth Reading). There was a total of (n= 82) for students who completed MAP Growth 
Reading for the reading comprehension measure, (n = 52) for ORF, (n= 100) for Perceptions of 
Decoding Efficiency, and (n= 100) for Perceptions of Comprehension. A little over half of the 
students (n= 45) were unskilled readers in reading comprehension (55%), based on performance 
at or below the 25th percentile on MAP Reading Growth (Thum & Hauser, 2015) and (n = 37) 
were skilled readers based on performance above the 25th percentile. Furthermore, average 
scores for participants included in this study on the MAP Growth Reading measure were all 
below the MAP Growth national norms RIT Scores (see Table 4 that displays means per grade, 
MAP Growth 2015 national norms, and total number of participants scoring below the 25th 
percentile; Thum & Hauser, 2015). Table 5 displays demographic information that includes the 
gender, total number of participants identified as skilled and unskilled readers in reading 
comprehension, and the total number of participants who completed measures, disaggregated by 
grade. Approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) was obtained before 
conducting the study. 
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Table 4 
MAP Growth Reading RIT Means Fall Norms Comparison with Total Number of Participants 
Scoring at or Below the 25th Percentile 
 MAP Growth 
Reading RIT  
 Fall 2015 
Normsa 
 




G n M SD M SD Cut 
score 
N 
1 9 158.4 15.4 161 13 152 4 
2 11 170.3 14.2 175 16 164 3 
3 17 175.2 18.8 188 16 177 6 
4 20 183.6 16.2 198 16 187 12 
5 22 188.8 17.7 206 15 196 12 
6 6 187.7 20.5 211 15 201 4 
7 4 190.0 17.2 214 15 204 3 
8 2 212.0 19.8 217 16 206 1 
Note. G = grade, MAP = Measures of Academic Progress, RIT = Rasch UnIT 




Demographic Information: Gender, Unskilled Readers (UR) vs. Skilled Readers (SR) 
Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency (PerDE), Perceptions-Comprehension (PerC), Oral Reading 
Fluency (ORF), and Reading Comprehension (RC), as measured by MAP Reading Growth, per 
grade 
 Gender Skilled vs. Unskilled Readers  Measures   
 F M Total SR UR Total ORF RC PerDE PerC 
 n n n n n n N n n n 
Grade 1 6 3 9 2 5 7 0 7 9 9 
2 4 8 12 4 6 10 8 10 12 12 
3 8 7 15 7 7 14 9 14 15 15 
4 10 9 19 11 8 19 13 19 19 19 
5 11 11 22 12 8 20 16 20 22 22 
6 5 5 10 5 1 6 4 6 10 10 


























Data Collection Procedure 
A partnership was established with a foundation located in the Southeastern United States  
that houses multiple sites that provide after-school programs for urban youth. There is a total of 
17 after-school program sites established through a partnership with churches and faith-based  
organizations in neighborhoods in a county in East Tennessee to provide community resources 
for health, ministry, and academic support. The education director of the foundation allowed me 
to contact parents for permission to use the data for this study. As part of the partnership, site 
supervisors from nine after-school locations agreed to collaborate with me and my research 
assistants from the University to gather data as part of early year screening for attendees enrolled 
in first through eighth grade. The nine sites that were included in this study served 16 elementary 
schools and six middle schools in the surrounding areas. Over half (i.e., 68%) of the 22 schools 
served by the participating sites were Title I schools. According to the Tennessee Department of 
Education K-12 Report Card posted online for the 2018-2019 school year 
(i.e.,https://reportcard.tnk12.gov/districts/470/page/DistrictAchievement), the mean percentage 
of economically disadvantaged students for all the schools served by participating sites was 57%. 
The mean percentage of  students in participating sites who were Black, Hispanic, or Native 
American  was 59.1%. The mean percentage of English Language Learners in participating sites 
was 11.3% and the mean percentage of students from participating sites who were eligible for 
Special Education services was 15.4%. Site supervisors and staff from the after-school program 
sites and the research assistants were unaware of the purpose of the study. There was a total of 
280 students enrolled in the fall of 2019 at the time of this study and a total 222 SPGRS were 
administered at the various sites; however, only attendees who returned signed consent forms 
and completed both scales (N=100) were included in the study. The low rate of return on the 
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consent forms was due to low attendance, attrition, and closures due to Covid 19.  MAP Reading 
Growth assessments were administered via computer to all attendees by the after-school program 
staff during the months of August and September of 2019 as part of a yearly screening process 
for measuring reading comprehension. The ORF assessment, (i.e., WCPM) was administered in 
a one-on-one setting by trained staff members of the after-school organization during the months 
of September through October. 
The survey assessment SPGRS, included in this study, was administered by trained 
research assistants (doctoral students in Education and School Psychology) in the fall of 2019. 
All items were read aloud to all student participants and were administered in a paper/pencil 
format. Research assistants administered the SPGRS to groups of 15-20 students with 1-2 
research assistants present.  
Instruments 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale.  
The Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS), used in the pilot study was 
designed to have two separate scales, PerDE and PerC. The SPGRS scale was created to assess 
the nature of the characteristics that children ascribe to be a good reader and was theoretically 
derived from the SVR model (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990) that stipulates 
that Reading Comprehension = Decoding X Linguistic Comprehension. Item content was also 
informed by findings of the studies described in Chapter 2 of this study (e.g., Bondy, 1990; 
Borko & Eisenhart, 1986; Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Henk & Melnick, 
1998; Johnson, 2011; Miller & Yochum, 1991; Moses, 2015). Some items were based on good 
reader behaviors reported in Johnson’s (2011) study (i.e., “reading with expression,” “reads 
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fast,” “make no mistakes,” “sounds out,” “takes their time”; p. 768) and Cobb’s (2012) study 
(i.e., “make sure words are right,” “sound out big words,” “sound out hard words,” “pronounce 
right”; p. 234). The pilot version included 22 items; the self-report scale included 11 statements 
constructed to represent aspects of word decoding efficiency (e.g., accuracy and rate) and 11 
items constructed to represent aspects of reading comprehension. For each statement, students 
were asked to rate their level of agreement on a Likert scale. Student response choices were 
strongly agree (4), agree (3), undecided (2), disagree (1), and strongly disagree (0).  For each 
item, a student’s response could earn a range of 0-4 points for a total range of 0-44 in each 
category (PerDE and PerC). Likert response items were chosen for this study over forced choice 
(children were not expected to choose one area of reading over another; Colton & Covert, 2007) 
so that children could report the degree to which they endorsed items related to both areas of 
reading decoding (speed and accuracy) and reading comprehension, based on two dimensions of 
reading included in SVR (decoding and language comprehension; Gough & Tunmer, 1986; 
Hoover & Gough, 1990).  
Upon collecting pilot data, reliability statistics were calculated to determine relevant scale 
properties, i.e., coefficient alpha and item-scale correlations. According to Nunnally and 
Bernstein (1994), the criterion for “good” internal consistency is .70-.90. Reliability statistics 
were calculated for each 11-item scale; the Cronbach’s alpha score was .82 for the PerDE and 
.77 for PerC, still within the good range of internal consistency (i.e., .70-.90).  
Internal consistency for the PerDE was increased from .82 to .83 by deleting one item 
(SPQ18) because it was similar to another item (SPQ10) and due to a low internal consistency 
score (r = .11), well below the criteria of .3 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Item SPQ18 was, “A 
good reader practices reading the same passage more than once,” and was similar to SPQ10 that 
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says, “A good reader re-reads books or passages to understand them better.” Item SPQ15 had an 
internal consistency score of (r =.16) and so was re-written to more accurately represent the 
construct of decoding. The original item stated, “A good reader is able to sound out words with 
multiple syllables quickly.” Multiple participants in the pilot study were confused by the word 
syllables. The item was rewritten as follows, “A good reader is able to figure out how to read 
longer words on their own.” Another item, SPQ3, had two verbs as it was written on the original 
scale, “A good reader recognizes and knows more words in books than other kids,” and was 
changed to only include one verb for the final scale used in this study. Item SPQ3 was revised to 
say, “A good reader knows more words in books than other kids.” After the deletion of one of 
the items and revision of two additional items, a 10-item PerDE was administered in this study 
(see Table 6).  
To increase internal consistency for the PerC (originally .77), one item (SPQ2) was 
removed from the original scale; the item-scale correlation was below .3, (r= -.191) (Nunnally & 
Bernstein, 1994) and internal consistency increased to .81. In addition to the low item-scale 
correlation, based on input from participants in the pilot study, SPQ2 was confusing as it was 
originally written, i.e., “A good reader knows or can figure out what words mean when they 
read.” Item SPQ2 was apparently confusing because it had two verbs (i.e., knows and can 
figure); further, it was similar to another item on the PerC, (SPQ19) that reads, “Figures out the 
meaning of unknown words using context clues.” After deletion of one item, the PerC 
administered in this study had 10 items (see Table 6). In addition, there were a few other changes 
in the wording of the items from the original scale after discussing specific items that seemed 
confusing to the participants in the pilot study. For the following items on both of the scales, the 
word, “passage” was changed to “paragraph” (SPQ5, SPQ10, SPQ11, SPQ18, and SPQ22). One  
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Table 6 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS) 
Code Items  
A good reader… 
M SD 
SPQ1* can retell the important parts of a story they read. 2.3 0.8 
SPQ2* sounds out unfamiliar words faster than other kids. 1.9 1.1 
SPQ3 takes their time when reading. 2.4 0.9 
SPQ4 knows more words in books than other kids. 1.8 1.0 
SPQ5* can make a guess about a story based on the title and/or cover of the 
book. 
1.9 1.1 
SPQ6 knows how to read all words in a paragraph. 1.9 1.0 
SPQ7 re-reads books or paragraphs to understand them better. 2.2 1.0 
SPQ8 is able to read an entire paragraph faster than other kids.  1.5 1.0 
SPQ9 breaks down sentences into meaningful phrases when they read.  2.0 1.0 
SPQ10 does not need help to read the words.  1.8 1.1 
SPQ11 understands what they read. 2.3 0.8 
SPQ12* makes only a few mistakes when reading a passage out loud. 1.8 1.1 
SPQ13 identifies the main idea and details of the stories that they read.  2.2 0.9 
SPQ14 reads more words correctly in a minute than other kids.  1.9 1.0 
SPQ15 reads with expression.  2.2 1.0 
SPQ16 is able to figure out how to read longer words on their own.  2.0 1.0 
SPQ17 figures out the meaning of unknown words using context clues.  2.2 0.9 
SPQ18 reads all the words smoothly and correctly when called on by the teacher.  2.0 1.0 
SPQ19 makes connections when they read (e.g., within books, across books, 
books to self, and books to world). 
2.1 0.9 
SPQ20 can correctly pronounce all the words in a paragraph.  1.9 0.9 
    
Note. Items with an * were removed from the 20-item scale for the 16-item scale.  
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of the items (SPQ21) when written as, “A good reader makes connections when they read (e.g., 
within texts, across texts, texts to self, and text to world),” was confusing to some participants-  
mostly in the lower grades (e.g., second and third) because they were not familiar with the word 
“texts” or they thought that the word “texts” was referring to the messages sent on a phone or a 
tablet, not a type of reading material as it was intended to mean when chosen for the original 
scale. Item SPQ21 was rewritten as, “A good reader makes connections when they read (e.g., 
within books, books to self, and books to world).” Other changes included reducing answer 
choices from five to four, removing the undecided option. Student choices were strongly agree 
(3), agree (2), disagree (1), and strongly disagree (0). Answer choices were changed to match 
two of the three other surveys administered, but not included in this study (Reading Motivation 
Scale [Bell & McCallum, 2016], and Theories of Intelligence Scale [Dweck, 1999]) and to 
encourage participants to make a choice between strongly agree to strongly disagree (Colton & 
Covert, 2007). Further revisions of the SPGRS, based on administration in this study, are 
described in detail in one of the following sections in this chapter. Table 6 includes the 20-item 
SPGRS used in this study.  
Oral Reading Fluency Measure 
A WCPM score was chosen to include in this study because ORF is widespread in its use 
and is a concern to some researchers as a stand-alone assessment to measure reading ability. Oral 
reading fluency (ORF) scores were accessed from the after-school program’s early year 
screening procedures. As part of the early screening process for determining an ORF score, after-
school faculty administered three easyCBM (2019) passages on each participant’s assigned grade 
level. The procedure follows standard ORF procedures; the participant reads out loud for one 
minute and the examiner marks errors, then they determine the words read correctly per minute 
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(WCPM).  In order to ensure that the scores for WCPM were accurate for each participant, all 
three passages were read within a short period of time and a mean score was calculated based on 
the three scores, consistent with previous research (Barth et al., 2012; Petscher & Kim, 2010).  
ORF Internal Consistency and Reliability. According to the National Center for 
Intensive Intervention website (2019a), the reliability statistics for easyCBM (Alonzo et al., 
2006) reading passages for first through fifth graders are as follows: test-retest reliability ranges  
from .91–.96 and alternate form reliability ranges from .93–.97. Criterion-related validity 
statistics were determined by comparing easyCBM to the reading portion of the Washington 
state summative test, part of the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC, “Smarter 
Balanced,” 2018). The predictive criterion and criterion validity for administrations in the Fall 
ranged from .57–.68 for grades three through eight. The concurrent criterion validity scores 
(based on a comparison to DIBELS ORF measures) for administrations in the Spring range from 
.64–.67 for grades three through eight.  
Measures of Academic Progress Reading Growth Measures 
The instrument used to measure reading comprehension for this study was Measures of 
Academic Progress (MAP) Growth in Reading. MAP tests are computerized (online) 
assessments published by the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA, 2019; 2020a; 2020b). 
Reading comprehension scores used for this study were derived from the MAP Growth reading 
assessments used by the after-school program that allowed access to student data; MAP Reading 
Growth K–2 (RIT scores in Reading and Vocabulary were used for second grade participants), 
MAP Reading Growth 2–5 (overall RIT scores used for 3rd–5th grade participants), and MAP 
Reading Growth 6 + (overall RIT scores used for 6th–8th grade participants). Overall RIT scores 
for third grade through eighth grade participants included Reading and Vocabulary instructional 
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areas as a combined score and MAP Reading Growth scores for first and second graders were 
created by the researcher by combining Reading and Vocabulary scores to create an analogous 
measure for reading comprehension performance that can be compared with overall RIT scores 
for participants in grades above second grade.  
MAP Growth is an online assessment that can be administered in a group format and it 
includes 43 questions in a subject area (e.g., reading and math) with six through eight of the 
questions focused on a specific instructional area within the subject area. MAP Reading Growth 
measures overall reading acquisition (i.e., strategies used to comprehend literature, 
informational, and persuasive text along with understanding word meanings and relationships of 
words; NWEA, 2019; 2020a; 2020b). In addition, the online testing format adapts to the user’s 
reading ability. For example, if a student answers a question correctly, they will be given a more 
difficult question and if they miss the question, their next question will be less difficult. MAP 
Reading Growth assessments also provide accessibility features (e.g., audio instruction, color 
contrast adjustment, and magnification) and can be administered up to four times a year, but they 
are typically administered three times (i.e., Fall, Winter, and Spring; NWEA, 2020a; 2020b). 
After a student completes the MAP Reading Growth assessment, they immediately receive an 
overall Rausch unit scale score called the RIT score. Math and Reading RIT scores can range 
from 100 to 350 and they are unique because they provide a measurement on an equal interval 
scale so that an individual’s score can be compared across grade levels and over time (NWEA, 
2018). For example, if a third grader scores a 205 on the RIT scale in reading, they would be 
performing at the same level as a fifth grader who also received a 205 on the same assessment 
and growth from 175 to 180 (5 units) would be the same amount of growth even if it was from 
215 to 220 (5 units). 
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 MAP Reading Growth assessments are aligned with state standards and national norms 
are calculated and used for grade level comparisons (NWEA, 2020a; 2020b; Thum & Hauser, 
2015). MAP growth scores are suggested for use as a yearly universal screener by the National 
Center on Intensive Intervention (n.d.). In addition to the RIT score, a Lexile range for reading is 
also provided by this measurement (NWEA, 2020a; 2020b). 
MAP Reading Growth K–2. MAP Reading Growth K–2 is designed to assess 
individuals who are in the primary grades and are considered to be pre-, emergent, and beginning 
readers. This assessment differs from the other assessments in that it provides audio support for 
beginning readers. Foundational skills along with reading comprehension are measured by this 
assessment.  Reading comprehension is measured in both an audio supported format and an 
independent reading format. The subject areas included in this reading assessment are: 
Foundational Skills (phonics and word recognition, phonological awareness, and print concepts), 
Language and Writing (capitalize, spell, and punctuate), Literature and Informational Text (key 
ideas, details, craft, structure), and Vocabulary Use and Function (context clues and references, 
vocabulary acquisition and use; NWEA, 2019; 2020a). Student reading comprehension scores on 
MAP Growth used for this study were derived from the composite score of Literature and 
Informational Text and Vocabulary Use and Function. Vocabulary Use and Function was 
included due to its strong relation to reading comprehension performance (Alderson, 2000; 
Rasinski et al., 2017; Baumann et al., 2002). 
MAP Growth Reading 2–5 and 6+. MAP Growth Reading assessments for individuals 
in grades 2–5 and 6+ are designed for readers who are able to read connected text and audio 
support is not included. The subjects included in these assessments are: Informational Text (key 
ideas and details, craft and structure), Literature (craft and structure and key ideas and details), 
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and Vocabulary Acquisition and Use (context clues and references and word relationships and 
nuance; NWEA, 2019; 2020a; 2020b). Overall RIT scores for this assessment were used for 
participants in grades three and above for this study because the scores included measurements 
of reading comprehension ability along with vocabulary knowledge and use, similar to the 
composite score created for participants attending first through second grade.  
MAP Reading Growth Assessments Internal Consistency and Reliability. Because all 
three versions of the MAP Reading Growth tests provide an adaptability component, it is 
difficult to report on their internal consistency reliability score (National Center on Intensive 
Intervention, 2019b). According to the National Center for Intensive Intervention website 
(2019b), the test-retest reliability statistics for Fall 2015 administrations ranged from .86 (8th 
grade) to .97 (2nd grade). Concurrent validity for MAP Growth was measured with a Pearson’s 
coefficient correlation by comparing the same students’ Spring 2016 RIT scores with their 
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) Spring 2016 scores. 
Predictive validity was derived from a comparison of MAP Growth scores in either Fall 2015 or 
Winter 2016 to scores on the PARCC assessment administered in Spring of 2016, represented as 
a Pearson correlation coefficient. Correlation coefficients for validity demonstrate high levels of 
validity (above .75) across all the measures for students attending grades second through eight 
(i.e., concurrent grade 2, .84; predictive, grade 2, .79; concurrent, grade 3, .83; and predictive, 
grade 3, .81).  
Procedures 
This study was conducted during the months of February through March during the 
2019–2020 school year. Supervisors working within each elementary and middle school after-
school program site that agreed to participate in the study distributed parent letters that included 
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parent consent forms and student assent forms (see Appendix B) to their members and their 
parents three to four weeks before the study was conducted. Members and their parents were 
given three  weeks to decide if they wanted to opt-in to the study and those who returned parent 
consent and student assent forms were able to participate in the study. 
A team of researchers administered the SPGRS included in this study along with the 
Student Reading Attributions Scale, Reading Motivation Scale (Bell & McCallum, 2016), and 
Theories of Intelligence Scale (Dweck, 1999), not included in this study. This team included me, 
and four other doctoral students in the School Psychology Program. Researchers who 
administered the scales used a script that was developed by the team to establish standardization 
of administration (see Appendix C). Scales were administered to participants in small groups 
with a range of 5-20 children at a time with one faculty member present and one to two research 
members present. Research team members conducted fidelity checks by observing each team 
member’s first administration of the scales by completing a checklist (see Appendix D) to ensure 
that scales were administered in a standardized format. All research team members scored 100% 
on fidelity checks. Make-up administration of scales occurred within two weeks of the original 
administration to assess participants who were absent at the time of the first administration. 
Make-up sessions consisted of small groups with one to seven members present, one faculty 
member, and one research assistant.  
All of the scales were administered in a paper/pencil format and read aloud to all 
participants. Members were not allowed to move ahead of the administrator and were asked to 
wait for each item to be read aloud before moving on to the next item. Items were read-aloud to 
all participants (readability level of the scale was a 4.5 on Flesch-Kincaid) to provide access to 
the surveys for readers of all ability levels. 
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The participants of this study completed a total of four scales, with only one scale 
(SPGRS) included in this current study. Members participated in two sessions total, occurring 
during the same week and completed 2/4 scales during each session. Total time for 
administration ranged from 20 minutes to 40 minutes per session. Scale administrations were 
counter-balanced across days and sites to prevent order effects.   
Research assistants entered the responses to the surveys and all data into Microsoft Excel 
and SPSS. Two members of the research team entered the data and one member checked all of 
the data to eliminate the possibility of any errors. Any errors found were corrected and the data 
was updated. Before conducting the study, anonymity was ensured by assigning code names to 
all the participants and all study information was password protected and saved on UTK Google 
Drive with access only available to the primary researcher. All survey assessments, ORF 
assessments, and MAP Growth Scores were kept at the after-school program’s main office (per 
the IRB application).  
Data Analysis Methods 
 Multiple methods of data analysis were employed for this study. A more in-depth 
description of the data analysis follows below.  
Data Cleaning 
Data were cleaned according to 12 steps as suggested by Morrow and Skolitz (2013). In 
order to ensure that there were no errors in coding data, frequencies were created for each 
variable used in the study. In addition, the mean of each variable (PerDE, PerC, ORF, and 
Reading Comprehension) was also examined for comparisons between variables. The SPGRS 
was analyzed for internal consistency by calculating Cronbach’s ∝.  
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Detecting Outliers 
 In order to detect any outliers in the data, z-scores were created for the following 
variables: PerDE, PerC, ORF, and Reading Comprehension. Z-scores above /3.29/ are 
considered to be outliers (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013) and there was only one outlier that 
deviated from the mean for the PerC subscale. To assess the normality of distribution of the four 
variables used in this study (i.e., PerDE, PerC, ORF and Reading Comprehension), the Shapiro-
Wilk test was conducted. Outcomes from the Shapiro-Wilk test indicate that PerDE and PerC 
violated assumptions of normality (p >.05). In addition, the skewness (-1.21) and kurtosis (2.30) 
for PerC did not fall between the recommended range of /1/ as suggested by Huck (2012). 
Skewness and kurtosis for PerDe, ORF, and reading comprehension were within the range of /1/. 
Despite violations of normality, paired samples t-tests were still appropriate because the data 
(sample size) is robust as suggested by statisticians (Graveller & Wallnau, 2017; Huck, 2012).  
Internal Consistency and Principal Components Analysis for SPGRS 
Reliability statistics were calculated to determine relevant scale properties. The criterion 
for internal consistency considered adequate for research purposes is a reliability statistic that is 
.60 and above and .80-.90 is considered adequate for screening purposes (Salvia, Ysseldyke, & 
Bolt, 2013). First, Cronbach’s alpha and item-scale correlations were calculated for the total 20- 
item scale (i.e., overall, ∝ = .84). Next, Cronbach’s alpha and item-scale correlations were 
calculated for each 10-item scale; the Cronbach’s alpha score was .80 for PerDE and .76 for 
PerC.  
To determine internal consistency of the PerC subscale, internal consistency statistics 
(coefficient alpha and item-scale correlations) were calculated.  Given that brevity is valued 
when administering assessments in schools to children (Colton & Covert, 2007), a goal was to 
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construct the final scale to be brief but also to have robust internal consistency and psychometric 
properties generally. The 10-item PerC scale yielded a coefficient alpha of .76 (in the “good” 
range). Upon inspection of item-scale correlations, two items (SPQ1 and SPQ5) were removed 
from the 10-item scale; these two item scale correlations were below 3 (SPQ1, r = .29 and SPQ5, 
r= .24; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Item SPQ1 was redundant with another item (i.e., SPQ11). 
Item SPQ1 was, “A good reader can retell the important parts of a story they read,” and was  
similar to item SPQ11, written as, “A good reader understands what they read,” because both 
items measured understanding of the text. Item SPQ5, “A good reader can make a guess about a 
story based on the title and/or cover of the book,” was removed because responses produced the 
lowest average (i.e., M = 1.9, SD = 1.1) of all the PerC items, meaning that children may not 
have understood or they did not value the ability to predict as indicative of a good reader. 
Removing these two items increased internal consistency to .77 for the PerC scale.  
The 10-item PerDe scale yielded an alpha coefficient of .80. Upon inspection of item-
scale correlations, two items (i.e., SPQ2 and SPQ12) were eliminated; these items yielded 
internal consistency scores that were barely above the criterion of .3 (SPQ2, r = .38 and SPQ12, 
r = .35). Item SPQ2 was, “A good reader sounds out unfamiliar words faster than other kids,” 
and it was removed due to redundancy with another item (SPQ14) that read, “A good reader 
reads more words correctly in a minute than other kids.” Item SPQ12 was, “A good reader makes 
only a few mistakes when reading a passage out loud,” and it was similar to  item SPQ18 which 
read, “A good reader reads all the words smoothly and correctly when called on by the teacher.” 
Item SPQ12 was removed because it was redundant and the wording, “makes only a few 
mistakes,” was less clear than the wording in item SPQ18.  
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After elimination of these two items, the alpha coefficient for the 8-item PerDe scale is 
.79. The total 16-item SPGRS yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .83. Table 6 (same table that shows 
all 20 items) depicts the items that were retained/eliminated to generate the final 16-item scale.  
After administration of the scale in the current study, principal components analysis using 
varimax rotation (Schonemann, 1990; Steiger, 1990; Velicer & Jackson, 1990), was chosen to 
examine the factor structure of the SPGRS. Researchers suggest the use of principal components 
analysis as one way to explore variables when they are related (Floyd & Widaman, 1995). This 
method was chosen to evaluate the SPGRS development with items written to reflect two broad 
domains of reading comprehension: a) decoding efficiency (speed and accuracy) and b) based on 
the SVR (written simply as R = D X LC where R is reading comprehension, D is decoding and 
LC is language comprehension; Costello & Osborne, 2005; Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & 
Tunmer, 2018). The principal components analysis with varimax rotation supports the two 
separate subscales (PerDE and PerC), aligned with the SVR; with all factor loadings above .35 
on the predicted factor; factor loadings above 3.2 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001) are suggested to 
be adequate and most items (except for SPQ19) were above .40 (Costello & Osbourne, 2005). 
Even numbered items that address accuracy and speed in reading along with decoding words fall 
on the PerDe subscale and odd items with prosody (i.e., SPQ9 and SPQ15) and reading for 
understanding fall on the Comprehension subscale-supporting the notion that fluency is a bridge 
to comprehension (Rasinski, 2004; Pikulski & Chard, 2005) and the use of prosody while 
reading relates to comprehension (Pikulski, & Chard, 2005; Schwanenflugel et al., 2004). 
Results of the principal components analysis are displayed in Table 7. 
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 Table 7 
Principal Components Analysis with Varimax Rotation for the SPGRS 
Code Items  







SPQ3 takes their time when reading. .07 .51 
SPQ4 knows more words in books than other kids. .51 -07 
SPQ6 knows how to read all words in a paragraph. .62 .23 
SPQ7 re-reads books or paragraphs to understand them 
better. 
.01 .69 
SPQ8 is able to read an entire paragraph faster than 
other kids.  
.52 .10 
SPQ9 breaks down sentences into meaningful phrases 
when they read.  
-.121 .51 
SPQ10 does not need help to read the words.  .60 .19 
SPQ11 understands what they read. .39 .48 
SPQ13 identifies the main idea and details of the stories 
that they read.  
 
.19 .72 
SPQ14 reads more words correctly in a minute than 
other kids.  
.76 .00 
SPQ15 reads with expression.  .20 .77 
SPQ16 is able to figure out how to read longer words on 
their own.  
.56 .14 
SPQ17 figures out the meaning of unknown words 
using context clues.  
.37 .64 
SPQ18 reads all the words smoothly and correctly when 
called on by the teacher.  
.67 .25 
SPQ19 makes connections when they read (e.g., within 
books, across books, books to self, and books to 
world). 
.23 .39 
SPQ20 can correctly pronounce all the words in a 
paragraph.  
.66 .13 
    





 Missing data for SPGRS (PerDE and PerC scales) were replaced by the mean for that 
participant if there were six or more of the eight items completed for each scale. Scales with 
three or more missing items out of eight were removed from analysis (Morrow & Scolitz, 2011).  
Preliminary Analyses  
First, descriptive analyses were conducted to calculate the mean, standard deviation, 
minimum, maximum, and range of the following variables: PerDe, PerC, ORF, and Reading 
Comprehension. Next, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated for 
PerDe, PerC, ORF, and reading comprehension variables to examine the relationships among the 
target variables and are presented in a correlation matrix in Table 8. 
Overview of Research Question Analyses 
Research Question 1. In order to address the first research questions 1A and 1B, paired 
samples t-tests were used to determine if there is a significant difference between mean scores 
for PerDE and PerC for skilled readers (performing above the 25th percentile in MAP Reading 
Growth RIT scores; Thum & Hauser, 2015) and unskilled readers (performing at or below the 
25th percentile). The 25th percentile was chosen as a cutoff based on Response to Instruction and 
Intervention (RTI2; Tennessee Department of Education, 2017) where students performing below 
the 25th percentile are considered “at risk.” Possible totals for each subscale (PerDE and PerC) 
range between 0–24. A high score on the PerDE subscale indicates that an individual believes 
that good reader behaviors are based on reading quickly and accurately and a high score on the 
PerC subscale indicates that an individual endorses good reader behavior as reading for 
understanding. Means, standard deviations, minimum, and maximums for skilled and unskilled 
readers are shown in Table 9. 
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Table 8 
Correlation Matrix for Oral Reading Fluency (ORF), Reading Comprehension, Perceptions-
Decoding Efficiency (PerDE), and Perceptions-Comprehension (PerC)  
Variable 1 2 3 4 
1. ORF 1    
2. Reading 
Comprehension 
.790**a 1   
3. PerDE .063b .143c 1  
4. PerC .231d .145e .418**f 1 
Note. a n = 46, b  n = 52, c n = 82, d  n = 52, e n = 82, f n = 100  




Descriptive Statistics for Skilled and Unskilled readers on the SPGRS Subscales, Perceptions 
Decoding Efficiency (PerDE) and Perceptions Comprehension (PerC) 
 PerDE                             PerC   
Sample 
Characteristics 
n M SD Min Max M  SD Min Max 
Skilled 37 15.5 5.7 0.0 24.0 18.4 4.5 3.0 24.0 
 
 Unskilled  45 13.9 4.9 0.0 24.0 17.0 4.6 0.0 24.0 
Note. Skilled readers were defined as performing above the 25th percentile on MAP Growth 
Reading (Thum & Hauser, 2015) and unskilled readers were defined as performing at or below 
the 25th percentile. 
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  Research Questions 2 and 3. For the second and third research questions, a series of 
regression analyses were conducted to examine the associations between perceptions (i.e., PerDe 
and PerC) and reading performance (ORF and reading comprehension, as measured by MAP 
Reading Growth) for the lower (i.e., first through third) and upper grades (i.e., fourth through 
eighth). Rationale for the creation of groups was based on Chall’s (1983; 1996) reading model of 
development; groups of participants were placed in the lower group (first through third grade) 
are considered to be in the stage of learning to read and participants placed in the upper group 
(fourth through eighth grade) are considered to be in the stage of reading to learn. The 
standardized beta values reported in the regression analyses of each group (i.e., lower and upper) 
were used to evaluate the differences in the amount of changes in dependent variables. Means, 
standard deviations, minimums, and maximums on ORF, reading comprehension (as measured in 
MAP Reading Growth), PerDE, and PerC for lower, upper, and all participants are reported in 
Table 10.  
Research Question 4. For the fourth research question, regression analyses were 
conducted to determine whether performance on ORF and reading comprehension, as measured 
by MAP Growth Reading significantly predicts perceptions as indicated by their PerDE and 
PerC scores.  
Issues of Trustworthiness 
Multiple measures were taken throughout this study to ensure that the results are 
trustworthy. The SPGRS was piloted before this study was conducted to evaluate internal 
consistencies of items and items were deleted to increase internal consistency of the subscales 
(PerDE and PerC). In order to ensure standardization of scale administration of the SPGRS (and 
the scales not included in this study), researchers read from a script created previously by the  
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Table 10 
Descriptive Statistics for Lower and Upper Item Responses on the Two SPGR Subscales, 
Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency (PerDE) and Perceptions-Comprehension (PerC), Oral 
Reading Fluency (ORF), and Reading Comprehension (Read Comp)  
Score Groups   
 Lower Upper Total 
PerDE (n= 36) (n= 64) (N= 100) 
Mean 14.3 15.1 14.8 
SD 5.6 4.8 5.1 
Min  0.0 3.0 0.0 
Max 24.0 24.0 24.0 
PerC (n = 36) (n = 64) (N = 100) 
Mean 16.9 17.9 17.5 
SD 5.5 3.9 4.6 
Min 0.0 5.0 0.0 
Max 24.0 24.0 24.0 
ORF (n = 17) (n = 35) (n = 52) 
Mean 85.7 119.9 108.7 
SD 41.7 45.7 46.9 
Min 25.3 5.0 5.0 
Max 151.0 193.0 193.0 
Read Comp (n = 31) (n = 51)  (n = 82) 
Mean 169.8 187.7 181.0 
SD 17.5 17.6 19.5 
Min 142.0 151.0 142.0 
Max 198.0 226.0 226.0 
Note. Lower = first through third graders, Upper = fourth through eighth graders 
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 research team. Administration of the scales were counter-balanced in order to remove bias 
created from order effects in responses on items. In addition, fidelity of scale delivery was 
conducted through observations of administration and the completion of a checklist. 
Additionally, all data were checked for errors by a member of the research team and updated 
before data analyses.  
Summary 
 This study employed a quantitative research design that incorporated mean differences 
analyses, correlation analyses, and regression analyses with the participation of first through 
eighth grade students attending an after-school program serving elementary and middle schools  
in the Southeastern United States during the 2019–2020 school year. Students completed one 
scale (i.e., SPGRS) to determine their perceptions of a good reader and their outcomes were 
compared to their ORF performance (i.e., WCPM scores) and their reading comprehension (i.e., 
MAP Growth Reading outcomes).  
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Chapter IV: Results 
The purpose of this study was to examine relationships between perceptions of a good 
reader and their reading performance (i.e., ORF and reading comprehension) for elementary and 
middle school students. Mean differences among variables (i.e., ORF, reading comprehension, as 
measured by MAP Reading Growth, PerDE, and PerC) were evaluated along with an 
investigation to determine if relationships between the variables differed for students in lower 
grades (first through third) and in upper grades (fourth through eighth) and to determine if  
reading performance (i.e., ORF and reading comprehension, as measured by MAP Reading 
Growth) made a significant contribution to perceptions (i.e., PerDE and PerC).  
Descriptive Statistics and Data Analysis  
Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the instruments used in this study (i.e., ORF, 
MAP Reading Growth, PerDE, and PerC) for those deemed as skilled and unskilled and 
disaggregated by grade were calculated and displayed in Table 11. The results of several 
analyses are described in detail below. First, the mean differences between the PerDE and PerC 
are compared for skilled readers and then for unskilled readers in reading comprehension 
(defined as performing at or below the 25th percentile on MAP Growth reading comprehension 
scores; Thum & Hauser, 2015). Next, relationships between predictor variables (i.e., ORF and 
reading comprehension) and perceptions (i.e., PerDE and PerC) and standardized beta weights 
across grades (i.e., lower and upper) were examined. Finally, relationships between predictor 
variables (PerDE and PerC) and reading performance (i.e., ORF and reading comprehension) 
were examined. Significance of results was evaluated according to an alpha of p < .05 and the 
reported p values of all calculations were two-tailed except for post hoc analyses, because the 
directionality of the relationships was not pre-determined (Huck, 2012). Effect sizes  were  
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Table 11 
Descriptive Statistics for Reading Comprehension Score (Read Comp; as measured by MAP 
Reading Growth), Oral Reading Fluency (ORF), Perceptions-Comprehension (PerC) and 
Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency (PerDE) Per Grade (G) 
  ORF  Read Comp  PerDE  PerC 
 G n M SD Min Max n M SD Min Max n M SD Min Max n M SD Min Max 
                     
 1 0     7 158.4 15.4 142.0 185.0 9 16.2 6.9 .0 24.0 9 15.2 6.1 3.0 24.0 
2 8 79.8 46.9 25.3 151.0 10 170.3 14.2 149.5 194.5 12 12.3 5.5 .0 19.4 12 18.1 6.4 0.0 24.0 
3 9 91.0 38.6 27.7 150.0 14 175.2 18.8 145.0 198.0 15 14.8 4.6 7.0 23.0 15 16.9 4.3 9.0 23.0 
4 13 112.3 53.4 5.0 193.0 19 183.6 16.2 151.0 212.0 19 16.7 5.6 3.0 24.0 19 19.8 3.3 9.0 24.0 
5 16 131.9 41.9 41.0 193.0 20 188.8 17.7 155.0 214.0 22 15.2 3.7 8.0 23.0 22 17.9 3.4 8.0 24.0 
6 4 107.8 42.3 48.0 144.3 6 187.7 20.5 160.0 218.0 10 14.3 4.8 10.0 24.0 10 16.2 4.9 5.0 24.0 
7 2 97.7 23.1 81.3 114.0 4 190.0 17.2 168.0 208.0 9 13.8 5.6 5.0 23.0 9 14.9 3.7 9.0 22.0 
8 0     2 212.0 19.8 198.0 226.0 4 11.5 0.6 11.0 12.0 4 19.5 3.1 15.0 22.0 
 
                     
Note. There were no participants in first or eighth grade who were administered ORF 
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calculated using Cohen’s d (1992) with d =.2 small, d =.5 medium, and d =.8 large. 
Relationships were analyzed based on the strength of relationships as indicated by Huck (2012), 
r = .1, small, r =.3, medium, and r = .5 large. 
Mean Differences in PerDE and PerC Scores 
Research Questions 1A and 1B 
Research question 1A addresses the mean differences in PerDE and PerC scores for 
skilled readers: Is there a difference in the mean scores (PerDE versus PerC) for skilled readers? 
Research question 1B addresses the mean difference between participants identified as unskilled 
readers: Is there a difference in the mean scores (PerDE versus PerC) for students identified as 
unskilled readers? Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the variables PerDE and PerC for 
all readers, unskilled readers, and skilled readers per grade are displayed in Table 12.  
To determine whether there were differences between means for PerDE and PerC scores for 
skilled and unskilled readers in reading comprehension, a paired samples t-test was performed. 
Prior to conducting the analysis, the assumption of normally distributed difference scores was 
examined. Huck’s (2012) recommendation for skewness and kurtosis is from -1 to 1. The 
dependent variable, PerC, is negatively skewed (-1.21) and PerDE is slightly negatively skewed 
(-.42) but is within the accepted range. The kurtosis for PerC is 2.30, above the accepted range 
and PerDE is 0.45, within the accepted range. Results from a Shapiro Wilk’s test indicate that the 
data did not meet normality guidelines; both variables, PerDE and PerC violated the assumption, 
p < .05. Parametric tests such as the t-test are considered less vulnerable to violations of 
assumptions of normality under certain conditions, for example, if the data are robust (i.e., 
sample size = N >30). Sample size for this study is considered robust (N = 100); therefore, a 




Descriptive Statistics for Unskilled Readers, Skilled Readers, and All Readers on the SPGRS 
Subscales, Perceptions-Decoding Efficiency (PerDE) and Perceptions- Comprehension (PerC) 
G  
PerDE PerC 
n M SD Min Max n M SD Min Max 
1 U 2 18.0 1.4 17.0 19.0 2 14.5 3.5 12.0 17.0 
S 5 14.4 8.8 0.0 24.0 5 14.7 8.2 3.0 24.0 
 AR 9 16.2 6.9 0.0 24.0 9 15.2 6.1 3.0 24.0 
2 U 4 11.6 8.5 0.0 19.4 4 16.5 11.0 .0 23.0 
S 6 12.5 4.8 5.0 18.0 6 18.0 3.0 14.0 22.0 
 AR 12 12.3 5.5 0.0 19.4 12 18.1 6.4 0.0 24.0 
3 U 7 13.6 5.8 7.0 21.0 7 16.2 4.4 9.0 20.0 
S 7 15.4 4.0 12.0 23.0 7 17.0 4.4 12.0 23.0 
 AR 15 14.8 4.6 7.0 23.0 15 16.9 4.3 9.0 23.0 
4 U 11 14.8 5.0 3.0 19.0 11 19.1 3.9 9.0 24.0 
S 8 19.4 5.5 9.0 24.0 8 20.8 2.3 18.0 24.0 
 AR 19 16.7 5.6 3.0 24.0 19 19.8 3.3 9.0 24.0 
5 U 12 13.4 3.3 8.0 18.0 12 16.2 3.2 8.0 21.7 
S 8 17.4 3.5 12.0 23.0 8 20.4 2.5 17.0 24.0 
 AR 22 15.2 3.7 8.0 23.0 22 17.9 3.4 8.0 24.0 
6 U 5 14.0 5.8 10.0 24.0 5 17.6 3.7 15.0 24.0 
S 1 10.0  10.0 10.0 1 17.0  17.0 17.0 
 AR 10 14.3 4.8 10.0 24.0 10 16.2 4.9 5.0 24.0 
7 U 3 14.0 6.0 8.0 20.0 3 14.9 1.0 14.0 16.0 
S 1 5.0  5.0 5.0 1 12.0  12.0 12.0 
 AR 9 13.8 5.6 5.0 23.0 9 14.9 3.7 9.0 22.0 
8 U 1 11.0  11.0 11.0 1 21.0  21.0 21.0 
S 1 11.0  11.0 11.0 1 22.0  22.0 22.0 
 AR 4 11.5 0.6 11.0 12.0 4 19.5 3.1 15.0 22.0 
Note: U = unskilled reader, defined as performing at or below the 25th percentile on national 
norms reported for MAP Reading Growth Measures in reading comprehension (Thum & Hauser, 
2015), S = skilled reader, defined as performing above the 25th percentile, and AR = all readers.  
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(Gravetter & Wallnau, 2017; Huck, 2012). The two variables (i.e., PerDE and PerC) for research 
question 1A were moderately positively correlated (i.e., r = .59), suggesting the dependent 
samples t-test was appropriate (Huck, 2012). Results indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference between PerDE (M = 15.5, SD = 5.7) and PerC (M =18.4, SD = 4.5) scores 
for skilled readers; t (36) = −3.7 p < .001, d =57. This means that scores on PerDE and PerC 
differ significantly with skilled readers endorsing items associated with comprehension more 
strongly than items associated with decoding, with a medium effect size. 
The dependent samples t-test was chosen to answer research question 1B as well because 
the correlation between the two variables was moderately positively correlated (i.e., r = .38; 
Huck, 2012). Results from the paired samples t-test indicate that there is a statistically significant 
difference between PerDE (M = 13.9, SD = 4.9) and PerC (M = 17.0, SD = 4.6) scores for 
unskilled readers in reading comprehension; t (44) = −1.90, p < .001, d = .59. Like skilled 
readers, unskilled readers endorsed items associated with comprehension more strongly than 
items associated with decoding, with a medium effect size.   
Relationships Between Perceptions of a Good Reader and Reading Performance Across 
Lower and Upper Grades 
Research Question 2 
Research question 2 addresses the relationships between PerDE and reading performance 
and specifically to determine if there are any differences based on membership in the lower and 
upper grades: Do the relationships between students’ PerDE scores and reading performance as 
measured by ORF and comprehension scores differ as a function of grade (i.e., first through third 
as lower grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)? Pearson correlation coefficients 
calculations indicate that there is no significant relationship between ORF and PerDE for lower, 
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r(17) = −.27, p = .15 and for upper level students, r(35) = .19, p = .14. Bivariate linear regression 
was calculated to predict ORF based on PerDE scores. Results of the linear regression indicate 
that there is not a significant effect between ORF and PerDE for participants in the lower grades, 
F(1,15) = 1.16, p = .30, R2 = .07. or for the upper grades F(1,33) = 1.22, p  = .28, R2  = .04. 
Participants’ views of a good reader on the PerDE subscale do not predict their reading 
performance as measured by ORF in the lower or the upper grades.  
Pearson correlation coefficients indicate that there is no significant relationship for 
reading comprehension, as measured by MAP Reading Growth, and PerDE for students in the 
lower grades, r(31) = −.07, p = .36; however, there is a significant moderate correlation for 
students in the upper grades, r(51) = .29 p = .02. Another bivariate regression was calculated to 
predict reading comprehension, based on PerDE scores. Results of the linear regression indicate 
that there is not a significant effect between reading comprehension and PerDE scores for 
participants in the lower grades F(1, 29) = .13, p = .73 R2  = .00; however, there is a significant 
effect between reading comprehension and PerDE scores for participants in the upper grades, 
F(1,49) = 4.62, p = .04, R2  = .09,  β  = .29. For students in the upper grades, perceptions of a 
good reader, as measured on the subscale PerDE, predict their reading comprehension 
performance and their reading comprehension increases by .29 for each point increase in PerDE.  
Research Question 3 
Research question 3 addresses the relationships between PerC and reading performance 
as a function of membership in the lower and upper grades: Do the relationships between 
students’ PerC scores and their ORF and reading comprehension scores differ as a function of 
grade (i.e., first through third as lower grader vs. fourth through eighth as upper grader)? A 
Pearson correlation coefficient indicates that there is no significant relationship for ORF and 
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PerC for lower grades, r (17) = −.30, p = .13, but there is a significant positive correlation for 
participants in the upper grades, r (35) = .47, p = .002. A bivariate regression was calculated to 
predict ORF based on PerC scores. Results of the linear regression indicate that there is not a 
significant effect between ORF and PerC for participants in the lower grades, F (1,15) = 1.43, p 
= .25, R2 = .09. This means that a child’s PerC score does not explain their ORF score. However, 
there is a significant effect for the upper grades, F (1, 33) = 9.30, p = .004, R 2 = .22. β= .47. It 
appears that student PerC explains ORF for participants in fourth through eighth grade and for 
each one-unit increase in Per-C score, the ORF score increases by .47.  
Pearson correlation coefficients indicate that there is no significant relationship for PerC 
and reading comprehension for students in the lower grades, r(31) = −.05, p = .40. There is a 
significant moderate correlation for students in the upper grades r(51) = .35,  p < .006. Another 
bivariate regression was calculated to predict reading comprehension based on PerC scores. 
Results of the linear regression indicate that there is not a significant effect between reading 
comprehension and PerC scores for participants in the lower grades, F(1, 29) = .07, p = .80 , R 2 
= −.03; however, there is a significant effect between reading comprehension and PerC scores 
for participants in the upper grades, F(1, 49) = 6.75,  p <.012 , R 2  =.12, β = .35. Upper level 
student scores on PerC explain reading comprehension performance; for each unit of change in 
PerC, reading comprehension increases by .35.  
Predictability of Reading Performance on Perceptions of a Good Reader Scores 
Research Question 4 
Research question 4 addresses the relationship between reading performance and PerDE 
and PerC scores: To what extent do student scores on ORF and reading comprehension predict 
students’ perceptions of a good reader (i.e., PerDE and PerC)? Multiple regression analyses were 
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calculated to address this research question and are discussed in more detail below. Pearson 
correlation coefficients indicate that there is no significant relationship between PerDE and ORF, 
p = .66, r(52) = .06, PerDE and reading comprehension, p = .20, r(82) = .14, PerC and ORF, p = 
.10, r(52) = .23, and PerC and reading comprehension, p = .19, r(82) = .15. A bivariate 
regression was calculated to predict PerDE based on ORF scores. Results of the linear regression 
indicate that there is not a significant effect between reading performance (i.e., ORF and reading 
comprehension) and perceptions (i.e., PerDE and PerC); PerDE and ORF, F(1, 50) =.20, R2 = 
.00, p = .66, ), PerDE and reading comprehension, F(1,80) = 1.68, R 2  = .021, p = .20, PerC and 
ORF, F(1,50) = 2.81, R 2  = .05, p = .10, and PerC and reading comprehension, F(1,80) = 1.71, R 
2  = .01, p = .20). Overall, reading performance does not predict student scores on either the 
PerDE or PerC subscales of the SPGRS.  
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Chapter V: Discussion and Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships between perceptions of a good 
reader and reading performance of elementary and middle school students attending an after-
school program for the 2019–2020 school year. More specifically, the aim of this study was to 
investigate the (1) the differences between perceptions (i.e., PerDE and PerC) for skilled and 
unskilled readers, (2) the relationship between reading performance and PerDE as a function of 
grade level, (3) the relationship between reading performance and PerC as a function of grade 
level, and (4) the relationship between perceptions (i.e., PerDE and PerC) and reading 
performance.  
There are significant differences between means for PerDE and PerC for both skilled and 
unskilled readers. There are significant relationships between reading performance (i.e., ORF 
and reading comprehension, as measured by MAP Reading Growth) and PerC for participants in 
the upper grades, but no relationships were found for participants in the lower grades. There are 
also significant relationships between PerDe and reading comprehension, for students in the 
upper grades, but no relationships were found between ORF and PerDE for participants in either 
lower or upper grades. Lastly, reading performance as defined by ORF and reading 
comprehension (MAP Growth Reading) does not predict perceptions of a good reader.  
A child’s success in life has been primarily influenced by their ability to read and this can 
be determined early in their academic career (Slavin & Madden, 1989). A child’s reading 
achievement plays a large role in the types of instruction they receive and if they are identified to 
receive services in special education. If a child has a difficult time with reading in the primary 
grades, they are more likely to continue to struggle with reading and their reading performance is 
impacted later in life (Stanvovich, 1991; Torgesen, 2002; 2009). They may even experience a 
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continuous negative cycle of underperforming in reading without the opportunity to get better 
(e.g., Mathew Effects; Stanovich, 1986). Reading fluency has been a focus for reading 
instruction since the inclusion of fluency as an essential characteristic of a proficient reader in 
the National Reading Panel (2000) and since its inclusion as one of the areas of specific learning 
disability in reading (IDEA, 2004). As a result of IDEA 2004 and the implementation of RTI, 
unskilled readers can be identified at an early age and receive interventions to bridge the gaps so 
that they can catch up to their peers. CBMs have been widely used in conjunction with RTI to 
identify students who are struggling in reading and ORF has been used as a measure of reading 
ability due to its strong relationship with reading comprehension (Allington, 1983; Basaran, 
2013; Samuels, 1988; Schreiber, 1980) as a way to identify students who need additional support 
and to track their progress over time (Hasbrouck & Tindal, 2006; 2017; Nese et al., 2011; 
Stecker et al., 2005; Wayman et al., 2007). There is some evidence that student’s ORF has 
improved since the 1992 publication of reading fluency norms by Hasbrouck & Tindal (1992; 
2006; 2017); however, there is evidence that comprehension has remained relatively flat based 
on data from NAEP (NCES, 2019). Some experts have cautioned that the increased emphasis on 
measuring ORF and the increased focus on reading fluency in literacy instruction could send the 
message that good reading is characterized as reading with speed and accuracy (Deeney, 2010; 
Goodman, 2006; Kuhn et al., 2011; Pikulski & Chard, 2005; Rowe et al., 2014; Samuels, 2007). 
This study was designed to investigate students’ perceptions of a good reader over a decade after 
IDEA (2004) and RTI implementation to determine student perceptions of a good reader in this 
context and to examine relationships between reading performance, lower and upper grade 
levels, and reading performance with good reader perceptions.  
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In this chapter I discuss the results and conclusions within the context of relevant 
literature for each research question. Practical and theoretical implications for educators and 
future research are explored as well.  
Good Reader Behaviors-Decoding Efficiency vs. Reading Comprehension 
Research Question 1  
The differing perceptions of a good reader as either being strong in decoding efficiency 
(i.e., as measured by the PerDE subscale) or reading comprehension (i.e., as measured by the 
PerC subscale) were examined with research question one. The findings that there are 
statistically significant differences between perceptions of good readers (i.e., PerDe versus PerC) 
for both skilled and unskilled readers, with a medium effect size, are both affirming and 
somewhat surprising. The finding that skilled readers more highly endorsed items on the reading 
comprehension subscale (i.e., PerC) affirmed findings presented in previous research (Davis & 
Nietzel, 2010). The majority of the sample used for this study was in 4th grade or above (n = 64) 
versus participants in first through third (n = 36) out of a total of 100 (see Table 9) and this 
explains why these findings also corresponded with Chall’s (1983) model of reading 
development and other studies where students in the upper grades were found to identify skills 
related to comprehension more strongly than skills related to decoding (i.e., Cobb, 2012; Johns & 
Ellis, 1976; Johnson, 2011). Upon examination of the means disaggregated by grade, (see Table 
11) it is clear that participants in grades second and up more highly endorsed comprehension.  
The findings that unskilled readers more highly endorsed comprehension only correspond to one 
study, where fourth through sixth graders who struggled in reading endorsed comprehension as 
more important than word decoding as indicative of good reading (Cobb, 2012); largely, the 
endorsement of comprehension over decoding for unskilled readers was surprising and did not 
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correspond with many other studies where the results indicated that unskilled readers (Bondy, 
1990, Davis & Nietzel, 2010) and readers in general endorsed skills related to items measured by 
the PerDE scale more often (e.g., decoding words, word recognition, and reading with speed and 
accuracy; Borko & Eisenhart, 1986; Byrd, 2015; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johns & Ellis, 1976; 
Johnson, 2011; Miller & Yochum, 1991; Moses, 2015). Additionally, in this study, the 
endorsement of reading comprehension over decoding efficiency for unskilled readers in grades 
two and up (despite their underachievement in reading) differs from Davis and Nietzel’s (2010) 
study in which participants, who characterized good reading behaviors as skills related to reading 
comprehension, scored higher on reading comprehension measures.  Overall, these findings 
indicate that skilled and unskilled readers more highly endorse reading for understanding over 
decoding (speed and accuracy) as a characteristic of a good reader. One possible explanation for 
these differences is that in this study the SPGRS items allow students to endorse both items 
indicative of comprehension and items indicative of decoding independently, not requiring 
students to choose one over the other.  
Upon further inspection, it was noted that on average, scores on the PerDE (M = 16.2, SD 
= 6.9) subscale are slightly higher than PerC (M = 15.2, SD = 6.1) for participants in the first 
grade (n= 9). These finding align with previous research; in Bondy’s (1990) study of first 
graders’ definitions of reading, it was reported that lower achieving readers viewed good reader 
behaviors as, “saying all the words correctly,” and in another more recent study with first 
graders, decoding was chosen as an answer to the question “What do good readers do?” most 
often (Moses, 2015). Both studies support these findings because first graders viewed good 
readers based on the ability to accurately decode and read words correctly, similar to the skills 
that were measured in the PerDE subscale. The finding that readers in first grade on average 
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scored higher on the PerDE subscale is not surprising. These findings also align with Chall’s 
(1983) model of reading development because children in the lower grades would be expected to 
value skills related to decoding efficiency and similar to other studies in which results indicate 
that elementary children view decoding and word recognition as good reading (Borko & 
Eisenhart; 1986; Johns & Ellis, 1976; Miller & Yochum, 1991). It is important to consider the 
fact that the mean PerDE score is only slightly higher than PerC in first grade and for all other 
grades included in this study (i.e., second through eight), mean scores are higher on the PerC 
subscale for both skilled and unskilled readers, meaning that generally, participants second grade 
and up endorsed good reader behaviors more often as related to reading comprehension.  
Generally, findings suggest that despite increased attention to reading fluency in schools, 
children in this sample who are in second grade through eighth grade perceive that good reading 
involves understanding text. First graders’ means on the PerDE subscale are higher than PerC, 
meaning that they weigh decoding and reading quickly and accurately more heavily in their 
perceptions of a good reader; however, with a small sample size (i.e., nine of the 100 
participants) these results should be interpreted with caution. Johnson’s (2011) study provides 
evidence that a child’s views of a good reader can change over time and the teacher plays a large 
role in the formation of their views. Findings from this study suggest that teachers may be 
incorporating more strategies for comprehension into their instruction and teaching their students 
the value of reading for understanding, thus sending the message that good reader behaviors are 
more strongly based on reading comprehension. It seems that in this sample, children whose 
average reading comprehension score is at near the 25th percentile nationally, have not 
internalized the message that good reading equals fast and accurate reading as a result of an 
increased focus reading on fluency.  
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Further, the findings of significant differences between that the means of PerDE and PerC 
for skilled and unskilled readers in this sample are consistent with research in which decoding 
and reading comprehension were found to be two separable, but related skills; Nation et al., 
2010) and both decoding and comprehension are important for successful reading (Pressley & 
Allington, 2014; Connor et. al, 2004; Connor et al., 2009). The SPRGS scale was designed to 
allow for children to be able to independently rate their agreement with good reader statements 
in both areas of reading (decoding efficiency and reading comprehension), consistent with SVR 
and as a result, the outcomes from this study provide evidence that further validates SVR (Gough 
& Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). Readers in this sample provided responses that 
reflect an understanding of the importance of both domains of reading, while weighing more 
heavily on reading comprehension. Additionally, the validity of the scale is supported by results 
from factor analysis and is consistent with previous research that validates the SVR. Results 
indicate that items from the SPGRS related to reading efficiency or automaticity (speed and 
accuracy) fall on the PerDE subscale and items related to reading comprehension and prosody 
fall on the PerC subscale (i.e., SPQ9 and SPQ15). The fact that the fluency items split on the two 
subscales is consistent with the notion that fluency is a “bridge” to comprehension (Pikulksi & 
Chard, 2005; Rasinski, 2004) and supports the idea that fluency and comprehension are 
reciprocally related (Hiebert & Fisher, 2005; Pikulski & Chard, 2005; Schwanenflugel et al, 
2004)  
Post Hoc Analyses 
Because a mean difference was noted between the means of the subscales PerDE for 
skilled (n = 37) and unskilled readers (n = 45) and also between the means of PerC for skilled 
and unskilled readers, the following post hoc research questions were explored: (1) Do PerDE 
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scores significantly differ for skilled versus unskilled readers? (2) Do PerC scores significantly 
differ for skilled versus unskilled readers? Two independent samples t-tests (one-tailed) were 
used to determine whether the average scores for unskilled readers (M = 13.9, SD = 4.9) were 
significantly lower than scores for skilled readers (M = 15.5, SD = 5.7) on the PerDE subscale 
and if scores for unskilled readers (M=17.1, SD = 4.6) were significantly lower than skilled 
readers (M =18.4, SD = 4.5) on the PerC subscale. A one-tailed test was chosen because the 
unskilled readers means were lower than skilled readers means (Huck, 2012) and this pattern 
corresponds with the literature (Byrd, 2015; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Johnson, 2011; Miller & 
Yochum, 1991). Results indicate that unskilled readers did not score significantly lower on the 
PerDE subscale, t(80) = 1.42, p = 0.2, d = .30 or the PerC subscale, t(80) = 1.35, p = .40, d =.29, 
than skilled readers; however, these differences may be meaningful because they yielded small 
effect sizes suggesting that the means do tend to differ. Though not statistically significant, the 
findings that the averages for unskilled readers on both scales (i.e., PerDE and PerC) are lower 
when compared to skilled readers are consistent with the literature because unskilled readers may 
be unaware or not value behaviors related to good reading as much as their peers who are 
considered as skilled in reading (Byrd, 2015; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Johnson, 2011; Miller & 
Yochum, 1991). One possible explanation for the non-significant differences is the fact that the 
skilled readers in this sample performed below national norms as a group (based on MAP 
Growth Reading norms); differences might be greater when comparing more highly skilled and 
struggling readers.   
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The Role of Perceptions of a Good Reader with Reading Performance Across Grades 
Research Question 2 & 3 
 Research questions 2 and 3 explore the relationships between perceptions of a good 
reader as measured by the SPGRS subscales (i.e., PerDe and PerC) and reading performance and 
whether they differ across grades (1-3 and 4-8). It was anticipated for both research questions 2 
and 3 that there would be differences in the relationships between perceptions and reading 
performance between the groups based on Chall’s (1983) model of reading development where 
students in the learning to read stage would be expected to more likely endorse foundational 
reading behaviors (i.e., decoding words, word recognition, and reading fluency) and students in 
the upper grades, where they are reading to learn, would more likely endorse behaviors related to 
reading comprehension.  
Results from research question 2 indicate that PerDE does not explain ORF for students 
in the lower or the upper grades, nor does it explain reading comprehension for students in the 
lower grades, but it does predict performance in reading comprehension for students in the upper 
grades, accounting for 9 % of the variance, and for every one-point increase in the PerDE score, 
a student’s reading comprehension increases by .29. These results are not completely surprising 
because the perceptions of good reader behaviors included in the PerDE subscale, (e.g., decoding 
words, word recognition, and reading quickly and accurately) are related to reading 
comprehension performance, indirectly supporting the evidence that oral reading fluency is a 
necessary skill for reading comprehension (Hudsen et al., 2005; NRP, 2000). For research 
question 3, PerC does not account for significant variance in reading performance in ORF or 
reading comprehension for students in the lower grades; however, it does account for 22% of the 
variance of performance on ORF and 12% of the variance of reading comprehension 
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performance for students in the upper grades. For every one-unit increase in PerC, performance 
in ORF increases by .47 and performance in reading comprehension increases by .35. It seems 
that student perceptions related to reading comprehension, measured by PerC, are related to  
reading performance and the significant contribution made by PerC on ORF for students in the 
upper grades would be expected because previous research provides evidence for the 
interrelatedness of ORF and reading comprehension (Allington, 1983; Basaran, 2013; Breznitz, 
1987; Deno et al., 1983; Dowhower, 1987; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975; Rasinski, 1989; 1990; 
Samuels, 1988; Schreiber, 1980; Tenenbaum & Wolking, 1989). Further, these findings of 
PerDE explaining reading comprehension in the upper grades and PerC explaining reading 
performance in both ORF and reading comprehension for students in the upper grades 
correspond with multiple studies that compared reader perceptions and reading performance, 
(Cobb, 2012), reading performance and reader behaviors (Bondy, 1990), reading perceptions and 
reader behaviors (Davis & Nietzel, 2010), age and reader perceptions (Cobb, 2012; Henk & 
Melnick, 1998), and perceptions and experiences (Byrd, 2015; Moses, 2015). It is still unclear 
why no relationships were found for students in the lower grades, but perhaps it could mean that 
children do not create concrete reader orientations until they get older, similar to Johns and Ellis’ 
(1976) findings that older students may have a better understanding of the reading process than 
younger students.  
These findings add to the literature base because this is the first quantitative study to 
compare students’ perceptions of a good reader and their reading performance across elementary 
and middle school grades.  
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The Role of Reading Performance and Perceptions of a Good Reader  
Research Question 4 
Research question 4 examines the relationships between a student’s reading performance 
(i.e., ORF and reading comprehension) and student perceptions of a good reader (i.e., PerDE and 
PerC). More specifically, the extent that reading performance could explain perceptions of a 
good reader was examined. Bivariate linear regression was chosen to examine the predictability 
of reading performance on perceptions and the results yielded no significant relationships, 
meaning that reading performance does not make a significant contribution to student 
perceptions on either subscale (i.e., PerDE or PerC). These results are surprising because it was 
anticipated that reading performance would contribute significantly to students perceptions of a 
good reader (i.e. PerDE or PerC) based on previous research in which high and low achieving 
readers endorsed different perceptions of a reader (Bondy, 1990; Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel, 
2010) and where relationships between reader perceptions and reading behaviors or experiences 
were related (Henk & Melnick, 1998; Johnson, 2011) because reading behaviors could have 
impacted achievement. The lack of a relationship between reading performance and reading 
perceptions may mean that a child’s reading performance does not play a role in their 
perceptions of a good reader. For example, if they do not perform well while reading out loud for 
their teacher, their perception of a good reader may still include this skill as indicative of a good 
reader.  
Limitations and Delimitations 
 This study included some limitations that relate to the internal and external validity, the 
type of study design (i.e., causal-comparative and correlational), the sample, and the sample size. 
The sampling method used in this study to recruit participants was a delimitation as well.  
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Limitations 
There are limitations due to the causal-comparative and correlational study design 
because the participants were not randomly assigned to treatment conditions and the results from 
such studies do not yield evidence for causality; however, statistically significant findings can 
allow for inferences to be made about relationships and provide evidence that informs future 
professional practice (Thompson et al., 2005).   
Another limitation to this study was the relatively small sample sizes used in the 
calculation of relationships between reading performance and reader perceptions across grades 
and the comparisons of PerDE and PerC for skilled and unskilled readers. As noted, data 
collection was truncated by COVID-19. Although there are some smaller sample sizes for some 
of the calculations in this study, all sample sizes are above the suggested minimum total of 30 
and a minimum of 15 participants per group (Gall et al., 2007).  
As suggested by Cohen (1992), a power of .80 or above decreases the possibility of 
making Type II errors in calculations. GPower software (Faul et al., 2007) was used to determine 
the appropriate sample sizes for each calculation with the power set at .80, p value at .05, and 
effect size at .50. For research question 1A and 1B, a paired samples t-test was used with sample 
sizes above the suggested 34. GPower software was also used to determine the observed power 
for each calculation. The observed power for research question 1A was .99 and for research 
question 1B it was .99. The suggested sample size was 51 per group for the post hoc 
comparisons (one-tailed, independent samples t-tests). Groups were below the suggested sample 
size (i.e., n = 37 skilled readers and n = 45 unskilled readers) and the observed power for the 
calculations was .38 for post hoc research question 1 and .36 for post hoc research question 2. 
Linear regression was chosen for research questions 2 and 3 and a sample size of 18 was 
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suggested. Only models that included ORF in the lower grades did not meet the suggested total 
of 18 (i.e., n= 17); however, the totals were close. Four models were chosen to examine research 
question 2 and only one model yielded a power above .80 (i.e., PerDe and reading 
comprehension for the upper grades was .99). The observed powers for the other three models 
were: PerDE and ORF for students in the lower grades, .65, PerDE and ORF for upper grades, 
.79, PerDE and reading comprehension in the lower grades, .30. For research question 3, two 
models yielded an observed power above .80 (i.e., PerC and ORF for students in the upper 
grades, .99, and PerC and reading comprehension for students in the upper grades, .99). The 
other two models yielded lower powers (i.e., .70 for PerC and ORF for students in lower grades 
and .23 for PerC and reading comprehension for students in the lower grades). Linear regression 
was also chosen to answer research question 4, and sample sizes for all four models were above 
the suggested total of 18. Despite no significant findings, three of the models were above the 
suggested power of .80 (i.e., .94 for reading comprehension and PerDE, .94 for ORF and PerC, 
and .94 for the fourth model reading comprehension and PerC). One model was well below the 
suggested amount (i.e., .39, ORF and PerDe). Although all sample sizes for this study were 
adequate, and the observed power for three models was above .80, more research is needed to 
understand the relationships between reader perceptions and reader performance for elementary 
and middle school students.  
Delimitations 
The sampling methods used for this study are considered a delimitation. Participants 
included in this study were recruited from an after-school program from one school district. The 
entire sample from the school district was not included in this study and only 110 first through 
eighth grade students who had returned consent forms (out of the 222 students who participated 
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in the completion of scales for pre-screening purposes at each location) were included in the 
study.    
 Generalizability of the results is limited because only the views of participants from one 
school district are represented and participants in this sample performed at or below average. In 
addition, demographic information other than the grade and sex of the participants was unknown 
(e.g., race/ethnicity, eligibility for free or reduced lunch, eligibility for special education, 
disability type, or if they spoke English as a second language). 
Completion of the SPGRS required participants to self-report their perceptions of good 
readers by designating whether they agreed with good reader statements. Even though self-
reporting is commonly used in research it can be considered a limitation (Donaldson & Grant-
Vallone, 2002). Students need to understand the Likert-like scale to record their level of 
agreement (i.e., 0-4 from strongly disagree to strongly agree) and they need to be able to 
understand all scale items to be able to respond accurately (Colton & Colvert, 2007).  
The mean of participants’ scores on three easyCBM reading passages was chosen as a 
measure of ORF and is supported by research (Barth et al., 2012; Petscher & Kim, 2010); 
however, its use might be considered a limitation because the median of three reading passages is 
more commonly used among educators in the calculation of a child’s ORF score for a baseline of 
reading performance (Bell & McCallum, 2016).  
Implications for Practice 
 The findings from this study may provide implications for teachers to support their 
students in acquiring or strengthening reader behaviors that may improve their reading 
performance. The SPGRS was designed to measure the degree that students agree with 
statements regarding good reader behaviors along two constructs of reading (i.e., decoding 
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efficiency and reading comprehension). Educators may benefit from understanding their 
students’ perceptions of good readers because they would know the extent that their students 
value skills in decoding efficiency (e.g., speed and accuracy) and reading comprehension. For 
this study, even though there were no significant differences, the mean scores for unskilled 
readers on both scales (i.e., PerDE and PerC) were lower than the mean of the skilled readers, 
indicating that unskilled readers may not have an understanding of behaviors required to be a 
successful reader and would benefit from instruction that involves teaching them about the 
process of reading along with strategies to support reading (Byrd, 2015; Cobb, 2012; Davis & 
Nietzel, 2010; Johnson, 2011; Miller & Yochum, 1991). With the knowledge gained from the 
SPGRS, teachers can understand how their students’ perceptions impact their use of strategies 
and ultimately their achievement and design instruction to meet their needs.  
Teachers play a role in shaping their students’ perceptions about what it means to be a 
good reader (Byrd, 2015; Henk & Melnick; Moses, 2015) and student definitions of reading have 
the potential to impact reading performance in either negative or positive ways (Bondy, 1990). 
Student perceptions are formed from experiences prior to and during school (Bondy, 1990; Byrd, 
2015) and while teachers cannot control students’ experiences outside of school, they do have 
the power to impact their students’ views of a good reader. Bondy (1990) urges teachers to 
examine their own beliefs and be aware of how those beliefs may influence their students’ 
beliefs and it would be important for teachers to use student responses from the SPGRS to 
encourage their students to examine their own beliefs about the process of reading as well. 
Bondy wrote, “When teachers are sensitive to students’ thinking and examine the effects of their 
own practices on children’s perceptions of reading, they take a big step toward creating learning 
environments in which readers thrive,” (1990, p. 43). Student responses from the SPGRS can 
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inform instruction and be used as a way to help students examine their own understanding of the 
process of reading and the behaviors that successful readers use.  
Multiple studies highlight the role between a students’ perceptions of a good reader and 
their use of strategies while reading (Cantrell & Carter, 2009; Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel 
2010; Henk & Melnick, 1998; Miller & Yochum, 1991; Moses, 2015) and as explored in Davis 
and Nietzel’s (2010) study, the strategies that students use while reading are similar to their 
beliefs of strategies that successful readers use. For example, students who valued reading for 
understanding more often employed strategies that allowed them to gain a deeper understanding 
of the texts that they read. Some students viewed reading as a performance and reading for 
understanding, but they did not initiate strategies for deeper understanding as often; in fact, they 
avoided applying more surface-level strategies such as retelling or answering questions about 
what they read. It seems that readers who believed that reading was a performance tended to 
avoid tasks that employed deeper thinking/cognitive strategies. Despite these findings that 
students’ use of strategies was influenced by their beliefs about successful readers, these beliefs 
can be changed. Educators could set up environments for learning where students are given 
opportunities to use and understand a variety of strategies that support comprehension and “As 
they interact with objects and individuals in their environment, new perceptions develop and old 
ones are confirmed, modified, or rejected” (Davis & Nietzel, 2010, p. 40). Teachers could use 
information from the SPGRS to better understand their student’s knowledge of strategies used 
for successful reading and explicitly teach the strategies that their students are not using.  
 Researchers and educators may disagree about the most effective types of reading 
instruction; however, many can agree that reading instruction is effective if it includes skill 
building and strategy use in both reading fluency and comprehension (Connor et. al, 2004; 
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Connor et. al, 2009; Mathes et al., 2005; Purcell-Gates & Dahl, 1991; Xue & Meisels, 2004). 
Students may not have a strong understanding of the skills that they need to be successful or they 
may not effectively apply the skills and strategies that they have learned and students’ views are 
shaped by their environment and their experiences (Moses, 2015). Good reader behaviors are 
eloquently summarized by Moses (2015):  
There is no doubt that decoding and fluent reading plays an important role in emergent 
readers’ development. However, “good readers” do more than read fast. They have an 
understanding of the relationship between reading and writing. They understand that 
literacy is used in social contexts for gaining and sharing information and stories. They 
understand that “good readers” possess many characteristics because reading is complex.  
(p.12)  
In order to have an in depth understanding of a student’s abilities as a reader, it is imperative that 
teachers take the time to collect data that measures reader perceptions in addition to ORF and 
reading comprehension measures so that they may gain a better understanding of their students’ 
perceptions of good readers, be able to understand their reading needs, and provide support in 
both ORF and reading comprehension.   
Significance of Study 
The results from this study add to the literature base; the SPGRS is a psychometrically 
valid scale with 16 items that measure perceptions of good readers, based on SVR (Gough & 
Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). Further, it is the first quantitative study designed to 
examine the relationships between reading performance and reader perceptions across grade 
levels (i.e., elementary and middle school). The SPGRS scale consists of two subscales (i.e., 
PerDE and PerC) designed to measure the degree of agreement for good reader behaviors which 
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accounts for the process of reading based on two constructs (i.e., Decoding and Linguistic 
Comprehension) based on the SVR. Findings from this study further support the validity of the 
construct of SVR because students in this sample demonstrate an understanding of the 
importance of both decoding and reading comprehension as indicative of a good reader and 
outcomes reveal that on average, student perceptions of a good reader differ. Although findings 
are not significant, unskilled readers differ in their views of a good reader and their scores are 
lower than skilled readers, indicating that they may not yet understand or value behaviors that 
successful readers use. In addition, results from this study add to the literature by providing 
quantitative evidence that there are relationships between reader perceptions and reading 
performance (Cobb, 2012; Davis & Nietzel, 2010; Wigfield, et al., 2004) for elementary and 
middle school students. Refreshingly, results suggest that children as young as second grade 
understand that good reading is about making meaning and do not support the concerns voiced 
by critics (e.g., Samuels, 2007; Allington, 2014a; 2014b) that emphasis on reading fluency is 
negatively shaping children’s views of what good reading is.  
Future Research 
Future directions for research should include a larger sample size with random sampling 
to provide a more accurate way to generalize findings to the larger population. This study only 
included members of an after-school program in one district in grades one through eight; on 
average, the children in the sample performed well below the national average in reading for 
their grade level (see Table 4). In this study, reading performance did not predict perceptions of a 
good reader; this finding may differ when the sample includes more highly skilled readers. 
Future research can be expanded to include more school districts, participants who are in high 
school, and to include information about the type of literacy instruction (e.g., direct or indirect 
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instruction of reading skills or reading programs adopted for use by the schools) that students 
receive so that relationships between instruction and perceptions can be explored. Because both 
reading interest and attributions have been shown to be related to reading performance (Frijters 
et al., 2018; Schiefele et al., 2012; Tsujimoto et al., 2018; Tsujimoto et al., 2019), an 
understanding of the relationships between perceptions of a good reader and various aspects of 
reading motivation would add to the literature. A longitudinal study that addresses how 
perceptions of a good reader may change over time would provide more evidence about the 
relationship between grade, perceptions, and reading performance and how those relationships 
may change. Finally, investigating teacher expectations and beliefs about a good reader would 
provide further understanding of how teacher beliefs affect the environment and experiences that 
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Appendix A: Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS) 
The Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS) 
 
Name: ______________________________ Birthday:________________________ 
 
I will say the number of each sentence then I will read each one aloud. You will think about what 
it says. Then, circle the number that tells how much you agree with each sentence. Circle: 
Strongly Agree (3), Agree (2), Disagree (1), or Strongly Disagree (0).  
 
Sample:  









A. can figure out what words mean 
when they read 
 
3 2 1 0 
When you have circled your answer to each sentence, please wait for me to read the next 
sentence before moving to the next question.  
 
A         A good reader…… 
S      Strongly 
Agree (3) 
           Agree (2) 
           Disagree  
          (1) 
         Strongly 
Disagree 
(0) 
1. *can retell the important parts 
of a story they read. 
 
3 2 1 0 
2. *sounds out unfamiliar words 
faster than other kids. 
 
3 2 1 0 
3. takes their time when reading a 
story. 
 
3 2 1 0 
4. knows more words in books 
than other kids. 
 
3 2 1 0 
5. *can make a guess about a 
story based on the title and/or 
cover of the book. 
 
3 2 1 0 
6. knows how to read all the 
words in a paragraph. 
 
3 2 1 0 
7. re-reads books or paragraphs to 
understand them better. 
 
3 2 1 0 
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8. is able to read an entire 
paragraph faster than other 
kids. 
 
3 2 1 0 
9. breaks down sentences into 
meaningful phrases when they 
read. 
 
3 2 1 0 
10. does not need help to read the   
words. 
 
3 2 1 0 
11. understands what they read. 
 
3 2 1 0 
12. *makes only a few mistakes 
when reading a passage out 
loud. 
 
3 2 1 0 
13. identifies the main idea and 
details of the stories that they 
read. 
 
3 2 1 0 
14. reads more words correctly in a 
minute than other kids. 
 
3 2 1 0 
15. reads with expression. 
 
3 2 1 0 
16. is able to figure out how to read 
longer words on their own. 
 
3 2 1 0 
17. figures out the meaning of 
unknown words using context 
clues. 
 
3 2 1 0 
18. reads all the words smoothly 
and correctly when called on by 
the teacher.  
 
3 2 1 0 
19. makes connections when they 
read (e.g. within books, across 
books, books to self, and books 
to world). 
 
3 2 1 0 
20. can correctly pronounce all the 
words in a paragraph. 
3 2 1 0 
Items with a * were removed from the 20-item scale for the 16-item scale.   
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Appendix B: Parent Consent and Child Assent Form 
An Investigation of the Relations of Student Perceptions of Good Readers, Reading Motivation, 
Reading Attributions, Mindset, and the Reading Performance of Second through Seventh 
Graders 
Parent Permission Form 
 
Your child is invited to be part of a research study about reading. I, Jamie Smith, am conducting 
this study with help of a group of research assistants. The research assistants and I are graduate 
students at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Your child is being invited because they 
attend the Emerald Youth Foundation after school program. Being in this research study is 
voluntary. You should only agree if you completely understand the study and want to allow me 
to access to information about your child’s reading. This form contains information that will help 
you decide if you want your child to be part of this research study or not. Please take the time to 
read it carefully. If there is anything you don't understand, please ask questions. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to learn more about children’s beliefs about reading and how they 
are related. The study will focus on children’s perceptions of a good reader and how that relates 
to reading motivation and reading progress. Reading motivation includes how children think 
about their reading success and failure and whether they think they can get better at reading. 
Reading progress includes scores on oral reading and reading comprehension measures. I plan to 
use information from this study in my dissertation. I may publish articles and books and make 
presentations at conferences to share the results of this research. 
 
Participation 
If you allow your child to participate and your child also agrees, I will analyze their reading 
progress. Reading progress is defined as MAP Reading Growth Test scores and Oral Reading 
Fluency (ORF) scores. Reading motivation is defined as responses on the following surveys: 
• Student Reading Attributions Scale (SRAS) 
• Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale (SPGRS)  
• Reading Motivation Scale (RMS) 
• Theories of Intelligence Scale  
I will also analyze basic demographic information about your child that is on file at Emerald 
Youth such as grade, age, gender, and school your child is currently attending. 
 
Because all the information above is collected as part of regular activities at Emerald Youth 




Your child will not receive any direct benefit from allowing their information to be used in the 
research project. But we hope to learn things that will add to the research base and potentially 




This research is considered to be no more than minimal risk. This means there is no more 
expected risk to you than what your child might experience during a typical day. There is the risk 
of possible loss of confidentiality, as someone could find out your child was in the study or see 





If you and your child agree to participate in the research, I will assign your child a code number 
and use that code number when recording their information. All materials have been gathered for 
instructional purposes by Emerald Youth and will remain at the facility. All information that is 
used for this study will be collected onto a secured drive through the University of Tennessee. 
No information which could identify your child will be shared in publications and presentations 
about this study or databases in which results may be stored.  
 
Contact Information 
If you have any questions about this research, please contact me, Jamie Smith, at 
jasmith@vols.utk.edu or my advisor, Dr. Sherry Bell, at sbell1@utk.edu. If you have any 
questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, at utkirb@utk.edu or 865-974-7697. 




It is completely up to you and your child to decide to be in this research study. Even if you 
decide to be part of the study now, you may change your mind at any time. You may stop 
participating by notifying the staff at Emerald Youth, me or any of the research assistants 
conducting the study. Your child will not lose any services, benefits, or rights they would 
normally have if you choose not to give permission, or if you or your child change your minds 
and stop participating later.  
 
If you agree for your child to participate, please print and sign the Parent Permission section 
below, and have your child sign the Assent section, on both copies of this form. Return one copy 
to Emerald Youth and keep one copy for your records. If you do not wish for your child to 
participate in the research, it is not necessary to do anything. We cannot use their materials 
without your permission and their assent. 
 
Parent Permission 
I have read the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I understand that my 
child's participation in this research study includes allowing Jamie Smith to use my child's 
information for research purposes. I agree that my child may participate in this study. 
 
 




Parent's Name (printed)            
 
 






I have talked about this research with my parent(s) and I agree that Jamie Smith may use my 
information for research purposes. If I change my mind, and decide not to participate later, I only 
need to let the staff at Emerald Youth or the research assistants know. 
 
 
Youth Name (printed)            
 
 
Youth Signature          Date     
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Appendix C: Administration Procedures for Reading Scales 
Reading Performance and Motivation Project 
Administration Procedures for Reading Scales 
Introduction 
When the class has entered the room and settled down (you may need to direct them to have a 
seat and/or quiet down), read the following introduction (in red italics) to them before 
administering the scales. 
 
My name is __________. I am from the University of Tennessee. I would like to know more 
about what you think about reading. I am going to have you answer some questions about 
reading. Please put your name and birthday, including the day, month, and year, at the top of 
each page. Also, please provide only ONE answer to each question. If you are stuck between two 
answers, choose the one that you feel is the MOST true. 
 
Make sure everyone understands what date of birth is and also that everyone has a pencil and 
proceed to the first scale that you are scheduled to administer. 
 
Reading Motivation Scale 
Distribute Reading Motivation Scale to students. Read the following directions aloud (in red 
italics) below aloud to all participants.  
Please put your name and birthday, including the day, month, and year, at the top of the page. 
 
Look at the Reading Motivation Scale below. I will say the number of each sentence below, then 
I will read the sentence aloud. You will think about what it says. Then, you will circle the number 
that tells how much you like each activity. Circle: Strongly Agree (3), Agree (2), Disagree (1), or 
Strongly Disagree (0). Let’s try one together. 
 
Read the sample sentence: I like to read. Then say: If you really like to read you should circle 
with your pencil 3 for Strongly Agree; if you like to read pretty well you should circle 2 for 
Agree; if you do not like to read you should circle 1 for Disagree; if you really do NOT like to 
read you should circle 0 for Strongly Disagree. Go ahead.  
 
Wait until everyone has finished the Sample item and say: Do you have questions?  
Answer questions, then say: 
 
When you have circled your answer to each sentence, please wait for me to read the next 
sentence before moving to the next question.  
 
Read each question aloud, allowing sufficient time for the students to answer between questions. 
 
Student Reading Attribution Scale (SRAS) 
Distribute SRAS scales to each participant. Read aloud the following directions (in red italics) 
below:  
Please put your name and birthday, including the day, month, and year, at the top of the page. 
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Doing well in reading is important to most students. There are different reasons for how well you 
read. Listed below are some situations for doing well or not so well in reading. Imagine yourself 
to be in each situation. I will read each situation and each reason and you will decide whether or 
not the reason is “like you.” Let’s try some examples. Circle the number of the reason that is 
most like you, either 1 or 2. Be sure to circle only one number for each situation. 
 
Read sample item A aloud.  I got a good grade on my reading project. It is because:  
I am a good reader OR I work hard to make good grades in reading.  
Please circle the answer that is most like you. You may choose I am a good reader OR I work 
hard to make good grades in reading. When the examinees have completed Sample Item A, ask: 
Do you have any questions? 
 
Once all participants have answered sample question A, move on to sample question B. Read it 
aloud. Then say, Please circle the answer that is most like you. Once all participants have 
answered sample question B, ask: Are there any questions? Finally, say: I am going to say the 
number of each item then I will read it. These situations are about when you do well in reading. 
Remember to circle the number of the reason that is most like you, either a 1 or 2. Listen as I 
read each situation and reason. When you have circled your answer to each sentence, please 
wait for me to read the next sentence before moving to the next question.  
Read each question aloud, allowing sufficient time for the students to answer between questions. 
 
After Question 10 say, These situations are about when you do NOT do well in reading. 
Remember to circle the number for the reason that is most like you, either a 1 or 2. Listen as I 
read each situation and reason. 
 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale  
Distribute SPGR to each participant. Read aloud directions (in red italics) below:  
Please put your name and birthday, including the day, month, and year, at the top of the page. 
 
Now you will answer questions about what it means to be a “good reader”.  
 
I will say the number of each sentence then I will read each one aloud. You will think about what 
it says. Then, circle the number that tells how much you agree with each sentence. Circle: 
Strongly Agree (3), Agree (2), Disagree (1), or Strongly Disagree (0).  
 
Let’s try one together. Look at the sample item. A good reader can figure out what words mean 
when they read. If you really agree with this statement, you should circle with your pencil 3 for 
Strongly Agree; if you agree with this statement somewhat, you should circle 2 for Agree; if you 
do not agree with this statement,  you should circle 1 for Disagree; if you really do NOT agree 
with this statement, you should circle 0 for Strongly Disagree. Go ahead.  
 
Wait until everyone has finished the Sample item and say: Do you have questions?  
Answer questions, then say: 
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When you have circled your answer to each sentence, please wait for me to read the next 
sentence before moving to the next question.  
 
Read the number of each question and the question aloud, allowing sufficient time for the 
students to answer between questions. **NOTE: Read the stem for each sentence. Example: 
“Number four. A good reader knows more words in books than other kids.” 
 
Theories of Intelligence Scale 
Distribute Theories of Intelligence Scale to all participants. Read directions (in red italics) below: 
Please put your name and birthday, including the day, month, and year, at the top of the page. 
  
Now we are going to answer six questions about intelligence. I will say the number of each 
question then I will read aloud the sentence. You will circle the one number that shows how 
much you agree with it. Circle: Strongly Agree (3), Agree (2), Disagree (1), or Strongly 
Disagree (0). There are no right or wrong answers. When you have circled your answer, please 
wait for me to read the next sentence. Do you have any questions before we begin?  
 
Read each question aloud, allowing sufficient time for the students to answer between questions. 
 
Conclusion 
Make sure all students have put their name and date of birth on their scales before collecting 
them. 




Appendix D: Fidelity Checklist 
Fidelity Checklist  
Directions: Put a checkmark beside each statement that the examiner completes for the scales 




1. Examiner read the instructions introducing herself and her purpose in 
coming. 
 
2. Examiner ensured that each student had a pencil.  
Reading Motivation Scale  
1. Examiner handed out Reading Motivation Scale.  
2. Examiner reminded students to put their name and birthday at the top 
of the survey. 
 
3. Examiner read instructions for sample item.  
4. Examiner asked if anyone had questions & answered questions 
appropriately. 
 
5. Examiner finished reading instructions.  
6. Examiner read each number and each question aloud.  
7. Examiner allowed adequate time between questions for students to 
answer. 
 
Student Reading Attribution Scale  
1. Examiner handed out Student Reading Attribution Scale.  
2. Examiner reminded students to put their name and birthday at the top 
of the survey. 
 
3. Examiner read instructions for Sample Item A.  
4. Examiner asked if anyone had questions & answered questions 
appropriately. 
 
5. Examiner read instructions for Sample Item B.  
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6. Examiner again asked if anyone had questions & answered questions 
appropriately. 
 
7. Examiner finished reading instructions.  
8. Examiner read each number and each question aloud.  
9. Examiner read instructions between questions 10 and 11.  
10. Examiner allowed adequate time between questions for students to 
answer. 
 
Theories of Intelligence Scale  
1. Examiner handed out Theories of Intelligence Scale.  
2. Examiner reminded students to put their name and birthday at the top 
of the survey. 
 
3. Examiner read instructions.  
4. Examiner asked if anyone had questions & answered questions 
appropriately. 
 
5. Examiner read each number and each question aloud.  
6. Examiner allowed adequate time between questions for students to 
answer. 
 
Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale  
1. Examiner handed out Student Perceptions of a Good Reader Scale.  
2. Examiner reminded students to put their name and birthday at the top 
of the survey. 
 
3. Examiner read instructions for sample item.  
4. Examiner asked if anyone had questions & answered questions 
appropriately. 
 
5. Examiner finished reading instructions.  
6. Examiner read each number and each question aloud and read the 
stem for each question. 
 





1. Examiner ensured that all students put their names and birthdays on 
each scale before collecting them. 
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